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WB0 ll.'I TatlNDER 4ftlll YGV?" 'WAS 'llBE YANKlllB'S EIOLAlU.TION, AS BB SPIWKG TO HIS FlWl.

Detective Josh Grim.

Detective Josh Grim;

rocks ·look as if they contained grim secrets,
C!tlculated to make a man's hair rise."
Night grew on, and still he did not draw rein,
OR,
but allowed his horse to pick its way along the
narrow trail, as it ran "in a tortuous course
The Young Gladiator's Game. through the disml!l mountain regions.
As he roJe his eyes were ever busy noting the
BY EDWARD L. WHEELER,
country around him, and searching out a suitAUTHOR OF " Dll:ADWOOD DICK" NOVELS,
able camping-spot for the mg ht .
"ROSEBUD R OB" NOVELS, ETC.
.Just as the shadows were gathering thick into
Jense darkues3, he i..bruptly drew rein at a
point
where tbe mountain was split 'in twain by
CHAPTER I.
a narrow black ravine, or more properly, fissure
'E.HE WITCH OF PHANTOM ACRE.
- for its width was barely sufficient to admi~ of
TowARD the close of a mild autumnal day, the passage of a horse. _
which had b3en damp and misty in the mounHo w Jeep into the mountain the black. pass
tains, a horsem'l.n was ridin~ alo 1g a sort of penetrated, tbe lone traveler had no meads of
dugway trail that wound arotJnd, in and among learning just then, but he presumoo it ran
the ru~ged mounhins, many hundred feet through the range to tbe opposite side.
above toe level of the prairies.
This, however, was not what had caused him
H e was mounted upon a fine large horse, of to halt; be bad journeyed all day without findjet-black color, whose trappings were both fan- ing any water for bis horse or himself, an\1. be
ciful and costly.
knew that it would not do to go -into camp withTbe rider was a young man, in point of years out first finding tbat requisite.
and appearance, and was possessed of a strong,
Therefore, wben the suund of gurgling water
well-moldetl figure, wherein were grace, sym-1 r eached bis bearing, he was not slow .to stop,
metry, and strength.
,.
and gazed- searchingly about to learn its locaHis face wa~ well-chiseled and bandsomt>, with ' tion.
dark, eagle eyes, a firm mouth, and mustache
But though he looked and still beard the riran I n urow goatee, while his bead was crowned piing sound, he could not see the water.
· with a wealth of dark hitir, which swept back
"Queer I" be muttered. " I certainly hear
over bis shoulders from b eneath a broad-rimmed the welcome sound, but nary a stream can l see.
"prairie" hat.
Ah I"
Oth~r wise, he was clad in citizen's attire, with
A thought strul'k him.
his p'l.nts t1fru~t in a pair of knee-boot0 ., and a
Slipping from bis saddle he dropped upol< his
helt ab·mt his waist, which contained a pair of knees, and applied his ear to the trail, just 0ppolar ge six-shooters and a lasso; also, he wore a site the mouth of the ravine.
han.isome rifle slung to his back.
The mystery to him was solved.
H e looked every im:h a free-and-easy rovi ng
Tbe water he heard had an unde~·ground
scout as be rode along, and there was an expres- channel, and evidently had its source somesio:i 0f good-natur ed content upon bis face as be where up the ravine. At the point where he
listened was a little crevice in the rock, from
toe>k in/bis surroundings.
" I wonder if I am ever going tu get rich out which c~me the sound of the subterranean
ef this experiment'/'' be soliloquiz~d. "I've stream. Evidently the water ran sever!ll feet
been wild-goosing it for about a month uow, below the surface, so the young scout knew
without any r esult. I am inclined to think there was no hope for supplying his needs at
·that after all the Wailed City of ·Gold-Flake is that point.
mor e ot a myth tnan re11lity. Eb1 don't you
"I wonder if I'd better venture into that
thi,1k S'l. Primrose'!'' patting his horse affect10n- black tl.ue'I'' be muttered. "'Pea.rs to me as if
'tel.v u p'.m t he neck.
·
it might be a grizzly or a rattlesnake retreat.
" Ye~. I reckon about the most sensible thing But, I must bav-13 water, and I might have to go
for me t o·do, w0uld be to pull back for civilized some miles befor-i I'd strike any more. It's
parts, in;itead of looking a~er a fabulous city, darker than the ace of spades in there,, but I'll
pictured by an old, time-hardened pil~irn, who guarantea darkness never skeered Cyclone Kit
one dav chanced to drop down in Tombstone- a yet. Primrose; I fiuess I'd better take you
cit.y whose streets were pavei witb cobble- a long, fer I wouldn t want to lose you."
stone3 of gold, anrl whose people were banded
And remounting, he beaded his steed int<;> the
together in one blasted Mormon famil v, to keep ravine, which was descendiug, as it · ran _back
uut us prowling prJ~oectors. Egad! they'll into the mountain.
have a time am\ a b<:1.lf a-keeping me out, and
Once fairly within its environs, he became
they'll have t o start• a Mormon buryin~-ground cognizant of the fact, that it was about the
before I lewe, providin ~ I can get my work in darkest place be had ever entered, for it was
on those golden cobble3tones."
next to impossible, at first, for him to see his
Then he laughed-a peculiar, ringing- laugh it hands before bis face.
was, the echoes of which, borne back to bim in
Primrose, too, did not like the place, as was
weird intonations, caused tbe young prospector evident by hi> snorts, and the carefulness be
to start.
used in advancing.
"Humph! that reminded me of the mocking
"Steady, n ow, Prim!" his rider said. "Don't
reply of something unearthly," be muttered. get uneasy. l opine we've been iu some tip"'l.'his is a region well-calculated for things un- over tumble-down scrapes, before this, and we
canr;y rod hideous; I should say. Even the hadn't ought to get frightened easily. Wbo

Deteetlve J oab Grim.
k110ws, old boy1-this may be the route to our
destination-the Walled Ci1'Y of GQld-Flake.
I've had an idea a fellow would have to strike
some such a place as this, before be got to trav.aling over those golden cobble stones l"
Constantly descending ran the trail for half a
mile-then, abruptly ascending it continued for
several miles, while beneath it, all the way, ran
the gurgling water.
"I reckon I 'm up for a night of it," the scout
muttered, after he had allowed nearly an hour
to elapse without speaking. "I've some doubts
now, if I ever reach the end of this confounded
ravine."
But, at last he did, rather sooner than he bad
looked fof.
He rode up and out upon a sort of t able-land,
of a few acres dimensions, beyond which there
appe!lred to be another abrupt stepping--0ff
place. .
As he did so, his horse suddenly came to a
halt in front of a rude hut, of wigwam shape,
which had been framed of poles, and sided up
with tanned skins, and in the front of which
stood a wild-looking personage, in woman's
garb, engaged in kindling a fire, with some
pieces of punk.
She uttered a shrill cry, as PrimrosR gave a
snort and haRtily grasped a rifle, which leaned
against her lodge.
"Halt! Who comes there, at this unseemly
hour, to the Phantom Acre!" she demanded, in
a cracked, shrill voice, as she raised her rifle,
threateningly.
The stranger took a good look at her before
answering.
She was a woman of perhaps sixty yea.rs,
with yellow, badly-wrinkled skin, glaring gray
eyes, and a large mouth, which habitually exposed two tusk-like, protruding teeth-the only
.
teeth in fact, she could boastof.
Her bair, originally black, but now streaked
here and there with lines of white, hung matted
and disheveled- partly o-ver her eye> and about
her shoulders; her hands were bony and hard,
with long claw-like fingers.
What little clothing she wore was in rairs,
even to a flaring red cape about her shoulders,
and her feet were shoeless.
All in all she was the nearest approach to a
witch that the stranger had ever encountered.
"You can put down your gun, old Mother
Grundy I" he assured her jocularly. "I am not
going to eat you up, nor carry you off. I'm
simply searching for some water for myself and
horse. Do you happen to know of any around
this part of the country!"
"Nol" was the sharp answer, as the woman
regarded him suspiciously. " Man or beast
never comes here for water but to die. This is
the Land of the Haunted, from which intruders
never eSC1tpe."
"Ohl they don't, eh? According to that I
must be booked for sudden dissolution l"
"You are right. D ~ ath is the fate of every
one entering the Phantom Acre. You have
come, and such a fat;e shall you be meted."
"You mean to insinuate that you're a sort of
su~rnatural concern, then , do you!"
'Hal ha! ha! Nol" and the woman laughed
·tn a. blood-Curdling manner. "I'm Old Meg,

8

the WitCh; I'm the earthly agent of thOle gone
to the spirit-land. I control their actions and
protect their rights!"
"Ah 1 so that's the size of it. Now it looks to
me as if you are about as crazy an old delegate
as is often picked up. Butibe tbat as it may,
you mind your busintss and '11 not harm you."
"Ho! ho! Soyou'reafraidofmel"
'' No; I · don't easily get scared even by as re---..
pulsi ve-lookiug ogres as you!"
"We shall see! we shall see!" she cried, flying
into a sudden passion. "You bave doubt.ld my
power: yow shall behold it. Zamiel!"
She stepped a pace toward her lodge and
raised her hand above her head with a weird
laugh.
The adventm·er watched her, and involuubrily gazed around the Phantom Acre.
What be saw was not calculated to strengthen
his disbelief in things supernatural, and he
could but give vent to an exclamation of horror.
Standing about a rod apart, all around the
table-land, at its extreme edge, were tall, spectral figures, dra)?.ed in flowing white and looking very ghost-like, indeed-as ghosts are supposed to look.
To add to the uncanny effect, a strange
bluish-yellow halo of light clung around each
figure.
"Hal ha! ha!" shrieked Old Meg, dancing
about wildly. "What think you about my
power, now, doubting white dog!"
It was a moment before the stranger could
command his voice; then he turu~d and surveyed the witch with a stern, unflinching gaze.
" Well, as to your happy family of spooks, I
must admit that you have got them under good
control. But I presume if one took time to examine the mysteries of this place, a very neat
job of mechanical· engineering could be brought
to light, whereby you work those white, sheetcovered, phosphorus-painted automatons!"
And, glancing around again, the scout perceived that the apparitions, or whatever they
were were gone.
Old Meg was close beside his horse, peering up into his face, when he turned toward her once
more.
"Your namei" she interrogated, eaf!erly,
huskily; "tell me your name!"
"W by!" he asked, grimly.
"Because-I must know itr-1 must I You
are one out of a thousand whose name I would
pause to ask. Tell me! tell me!"
"Well, if it will do you any good to know I
generally blow about on a breeze under the titie
of Cycloni> Kit. If I have, or ever had any
other name, it does not matter to you, nor to
your automaton spirits!'' was the answer the
adventurer vouchsafed.
"Cyclone Kit! Cyelone Kit!" Old Meg muttered, digging at her bead with her talon like
fingers. ''A good name-characteristic of the
man. Yes, you are a cyclone-you are a rock
with a foundation-a man of steel! I can read
you better than I can the phantom cipher upon
the picture rc>eks. You are the very person .
I've been looking for these many days-a man
whom man or devil or J?host could not o!ian~e
from a fixed resolution 1
" Humph I and may I inquire what an old

4
Gold-Flake, where peopltl enter nner te return!"
Cyclone lilt gazoo down into the yawning
gulf, in curiosity, for, after all, lt was not unlike the place <lescribed by the vagabond miner,
who bad, while intoxicated at Tombstone, spun
off a highly improbable yarn about a mouutam-locked golden city ill the hliB.rt of this desolate couutry.
Far as it was down to the bottom of the pocket, Kit was able to distinguish the log and s\Janty
structures of a village near the heart of the
CHAPTER II.
basin; also there was a stream of water rnnOLD MEG'S STORY.
ning through the length of the basin, either end
IT might not be wondered at if Cyclone Kit of which wa.~ hidden from view in dense grow tbs
stared nt this ann.ouncement. Here was this old of chaparral, which choked up the ends of the
mountain ogre volunteering to send him to the strange valler,. '
very placo be had montbs ago set out to find.
"You see!' Old 'Meg repeated, after a mo\Vhat diJ it mean1 What trap was being laid ment, " you see the walled city of human helfor him, or for wbat purpose did Old Meg pro- lions down there, where law and order are made
pose to utilize him1
by one wolf in man's clothing. That is GoldThese thoughts flashed through his mind with Flake! Once all was mine-the gold, the silTer,
lightning rapidity. as he listened, and looked Lhe land, the forest, the game-all/ Come I I
down upon her as they stood in the dim night; will tell you about it, envoy."
shades that pei;vaded the Phantom Acre.
Kit mecha.nically obeyed, by followinll her
"Y<m are a great man," she pursued thought- back to the but and entering after her.
fully, after a minute, as if recalling the memory
The interior was barren of anything cbeerful1
of some other brave men she had met. "You a few ashes of a now dead fire on the grounc:i
are fearless7 shrewd to conceive, quick to act, being all t.o show that the place bad ever been
independenli and resolute. That is just wllat I occupied as a human habitation. There were
want. I want a man who is not afraid to face no stools, no bed, no furniture whatever, to give
fire fiends and fury to accomplish an object. the interior the appee.rance of a home.
Teli me, what do rou think about becoming an
As soon as they entered, Old Meg produced a
envoy to t;he Evi One, as they call me in the lantern, lit it, and then with her foot scraped
walled city1"
the ashes from off the rocky floor, until she had
" It dep~nds altogether on what you want of uncovered a large ring · wbich waa fastened
me," Kit replied, a little sternly antl suspicious- therein,
ly. "If you reckon to get me into some infer- J Pulling on this, she raised a large square block
nal trap, so that you can exerciseamadwoman's or trap-door, which disclosed to view an aperspite on me, you can't do it."
ture.and a stone staircase, descending apparent"Hal ha! no-I knew that on the first seeing ly into the bowels of tbe earth.
of vou. It needs but one glance to tell that you
"First you go, and then fwill cl<>!!e the trap,"
r.re not often caught asleep. Nor do I so wish the witch ordered, and ._!Ut obeyed, his curiosito catch you. Come! ~ide forward ro the edo-e ty now thoroughly arou.<ed.
'
of the Pllantom Acre, and I will show you tCe
Somehow he trusted her more now than at
Mormon ca~e; then, come back with me to my first.
castle h 3re' -with a grimace toward the hutShe soon followed, and lighted bim down the
'' an'.1 I will tell you what [ want of you" and precipitous staircase, until they came to a lands!Je led off t oward the opposite side of thep~ateau mg or passage, out of which they entered int;:;
or table-land.
an underground apartment of considerable size.
CycloM Kit slipped from his saddle, drew his
Here a fire was burning, ant.I torches were lit
revolvers and followed.
/.
and thrust into niches in the wall.
It did not tako long to reach the point where
The furniture consisted of a rude bedstead and
tbe Phantom Acre ended, in an a>Tful abyss-a bedding, a few chairs, a table, and a number of
black, soomingly fathomless gulf of space.
trinkets, including several glass-covered boxes of
Before them yawned a deep natural basin, various sizes.
sttnken down into the bowels of the mountains
Upon the table were heaps of gold and silver
several hundred feet, the sides of which, formed nuggets, bags of dust an'.l stacks of greenbacks
by smoothly-worn walls of mountain-rock, were and gold coins.
at once perpendicular aud dizzy.
Cyclone Kit gued at them cnrlously, as be
1
Half a mile wide by a mile in length was this be<'.nme seated-Old Meg noted the fact, o.nd
pocket of nature, and it was at once eminently chuckled.
plain to the eye of an observer that no human
" Yes, there's a fortune there for my heir
being could scale those wonderful bastions, whoever that may be,'' she saitl, "and that ain't
either in ascent or descent, as there were no out- all. There's more buried on the Phantom Acre,
cl".)pping ledges and few crevices when.by a lots of it! And I've earned it all from them
person could gain or maintain foothold.
who hate me-the Mormons. Bui I Wall to tell
"There! there !" Old Meg screamed, seeming you about the walled city."
to grow suddeuly furious as she pointed down , Sll11 t.ook a sip from a bottie that dood - tllle
into the abyss. "There is tile walled city of tile t.able1 cleared hqr throat, and thela begaaf
Mormon saints-there lies the cursed city Qf
"Ill was ~ ~s 1 many Joug ;veafossil of your ca.llber might w~nt with such a
man as H" Kit demanded, in surprise.
"Need you askY I want yon for a purpose-ha! ha! yes, a purpose. I want you for my
envoy-my sworn coadjutor, iu all my plans and
schamCJS. I want you, when I die, to inherit
my golJ, my witchcraft, my soul! But, before
you can do that you must go into the bol;'ders of
tho in fernal-you must descend, hence, in:;o the
Wallo-1 City of Gold-Flake!"

Detective Josh G rina.
that Joe and I eloped from our homes in New
England, and pt!nttrat.ed to this wild region, to
grow up with the country.
We were ~oth
young and ambitious, and wanted to get away
from sin, t.emj:>tation and worldliness. ·well,
we got this far, and the place struck- Joe's
fancy. He looked down into the ba.Rin. and
said:
"There's gold the~, Meg; we'll squAt here."
.And so we dld.
•
"We went to work, hand in hand, and built
us a cabin upon the acre above. Then, while I
hunted and cooked, Joe prospected for a way of
reaching the locked valley, but perseveriJag
efforts failed to r eveal any,
· ·
" That there was gold there he felt a firm
conviction, and he meant to gain .access to the
valley; so aft.er months of figuring he could
see no better route than to hew a staircase
down through a seam in the rock of the mountain, to the valley below.
" In order to do this, he had to go into the
more civilized portions of the territory, and
prochre the necessary tools, and this oost another month of time.
" Well, to make a long stor,y short, we worked
faithfully, nearly night and day, for two years,
before we set foot into that valley; then we
tore down our shanty, or cabin, and moved it
into the basin, where the gold ' wash' of many
centuries sanded ow;r the bottom. It was the
realization of our ~ldest dreams-fortune upon
fortune lay buried i.n that gulch basin, at our
command.
"In our eagernt'"?S to grasp this gohlen treasure, we were so thoughtless as t<i leAvf our stairGase unguarded. and one day two ·,..a ndering
ruffians gained "':ce•s to the-gulch, i,', •,,·'toy, 11.Dd
chscovered our .,;ecret.
"We succPet)ed in driving tl:-,r~,-, .ut of the
basin, but c~ld not get them ou ~ / . the stairca!!e.
".Less •h>1n a month after 1,1{.' 1 a score of
Morr.non Za milies from Salt Ls.Jr•' · .ame pouring
in upon our bonanza, and all mu · isions of perman... nt prosperity became L!ig,li'' lld . We were
\.maMe to defend ourselvee i .f;u ',ost such odds,
aud were at once taken U'lf/i·;es, and a Mormon rule was inaugurated, rn Jer the lead of
one Juan Cordiz, who still r,<,<·upies that position.
"From tlhat period da1.o'1 ·f'1e town you now
see there, and a r eign of 't'o cl ."evil began. I was
allotted, with my little dl'l•i!; iter, the!! two years
old, to one Jabez Harp, Wil •.nprincipled wretch,
who already boasted f'f f,ve wives, while my
husband wa• banded c.r·~r to an ugly widow,
whose husband had d.eur';ed her only to be shot
by tbe Danites.
"You can perhap~ 'i.•"r agine, judging by what
I am now, t hat I wo<.J d never submit to such a
fat.a, And, strong-w"iH~ L woman that I was, I
was not long in me.~ ing my escape and t aking
poSSP.ssion of tl;ie pafl!', after killing five Morlllon
devils to gain m;r p~ :.nt.
,
~
" I bad 'em ~he·.i., L thought, for w ell-equipped
·as I waa with -.vr.apons and powder, 1 could
hold tll~ ~G b:ty until they would have
starvEl'i.
"Bu~ T
without my host, for they bad
me 'i.~ Gl:.il ,..-.!alust point of all. My pretty lit-

,.,,.)r•Q(l

tie baby was still in their power, and Uordiz
sent me a note by a flag-o'-truce courier, stating
that unless I came to t.erms in the way of a settlement, he would burn my child at the stake,
Indian fashion, scalp it, and cut out it'I. heart.
Then be went on to propose that I should remain in possession of the passage in their interests, and admit no one to the valley except
as they might order, for which consideration he
would permit my child to live, until such a
time as I should be able to pay him ten tbouSllnd dollars for its custody.
"What could I dof I had no hope but to
obey, until such a time as I could st.ea! a march
on them.
" To add to my misery, and my enmity against
yonder town, my husband not only joined the
Mormons, but took to himself two more wives,
and is now considered one of the pillars of their
heathen church. And it was just sixteen years
ago that they took possession of the walled val·
leyt of which Juan Cordiz rules as the monarctl."
•
Cyclone Kit did not know whether she had
concluded or not, when she paused, but waited a
few minutes, and then said:
" 1 comprehend · I balieve. For a matter of
sixteen years you have remained in this vicinity
for the purpose of getting back your child, and
getting possession of your husband."
','Ohl no! 110-not my husband! My child
only. Sixteen long...years have I maintained my
vigil, and by aid of a powerful tl.eld-glass, have
seen my child, day by day; as she grew up to
womanhood. But I have not waited fo;· the
brut.e who forsook me fCJl' the Mormon faithexcept it be to get a chance to kill him. I have
waited te- get possession of my child ; 1 dared not
disobey Juan Cordiz's orders, for be is a human
wolf, and would not besitat.e to kill her, if be
thought I were neglecting my office."
"You have, then, in all this time, never been
down tn the valley1"
"No-that is, but once, when I was cht1sed by
bloodhounds, owned by Cordiz."
"Yon tell a most singular story: still, I am
inclined to believe you!" Cyclone Kit declared,
thoughtfully. "If all is as you say, you are
certainly more sinned against tban sinn,i.ng. Do
you think your child will know you?"
" Probably not, as she was a mere chit when
taken from me."
'"Then, wby disturb her? Yon must he
aware that you are not a person, iu point of appearance, to wbom a girl would naturally turn
for mothershi p: you would r epuL'lB r :, ther than
attract. Pro,b:!bly it would be a serious Llow
for her to know that an accredited witch was
her mother, and sbe would be unwilling to recognize you as such."
'
·
"Your argument is not without weight. I
have sometimes thought so myself; but then,
God knows I cannot give her up to a life of
Mormonism, knowing she is my child, and it is
my duty to save her. Until a few weeks ago I
used to have a chance to hear how she was treated, throi1gh the deaf and dumb motion~ of a.lad
who lives with the :r.formons. He would lie on
his back, on the bank of the ,stream, and make
bis fingers go in .the mute language, so that by
atd of my &Id-glass I could tell What he said.

•

1tetecitve loah .....

Most always he would 11ell me-' Your daught.er
js well and all right.' The lest time be conversed
with roe he motioned: 'Bertie is to be made the
wife of Juan Cordiz, in a couple of months;'
after that I never saw him again."
"The Mormons probably caught him and imprisoned him, eh!''
"I thmk so. Ob! Heaven forbid that my
pure, innocent child be forced to marry that
humarrmonster, Juan Cordizl"
".And she ~hall not, if Cyclone Kit can help
it," the young adventurer cried, decidedly. "If
it is your wish, I will enter that Wailed City
of Gold-Flake, seek out your daughter, apprise
her .of the existing sta:te of affairs, and, with
her permission, bring her to you• . You have
wealth-you can then seek a more civilized
land, and dwell in more pleasant circumstances."
· •
" .And you will do tbi~ for me--oh I you will
do this for me, sir?" the old woman cried, tears
of joy coursini. down her furrowed "heek•.
"Yes-or at least I'll make a try for it."
" Then may God bless and prosper you. But
you must not let it leak out that I sent you. I
must not anger Juan Cordiz, until my child is
safe."
" It shall be as yon say. It is night; I will go
at once on my mission," Cyclone Kit said, buckling lns belt a notch tighter.
CHAPTER · nr.
"WE MUST FIGHT."
THE joy of Old Meg seemed to know no
bounds at this decision of Cyclone Kit, and she
dropped on her knees at his feet, and prayed
the saints to guide and protect him.
Once his minrl was made up, Kit was eager to
get to work. Hi> accordingly.• ooked well to the
condition of bis weapons, and am10unced his
readiness to descend into the Mormon settlemeat, first having arranger! with the old witch
to care for his horse during his absence.
" Is there any outlet from the valley except
by the way I am to enter it?" he asked, when all
was i::i readiness.
"There undoubtedly is, but where or pf what
nature I am unable to say. Some of the Mormons often leave the village and return with
purchases, and have done so since they lived
there, but where they make their exit or entrance is more than I am able to sav."
"Then that will be one thin11; ·1 must learn
during my sojourn in the den," Kit announced!
with a smile. "Now, lead ahead, and I wil
make a break."
"It is not necessarv to go out or this room to
reach the passage." Old Meg answered, pulling
aside the bed%eari and pointing t.o another slab
trap-door in the floor, similar to the one on the
table-land above.
·
"Raise that trap, and you will find a continuation of the stairway it took us so many
months to complete. F ollow it down carefully,
and you will come out in the basin below."

It was as old Meg !lad said.
The little monnt!l.in-locked town of Gold-Flake
was a hard place, a,p<J in a literal sense a mon·
~yin Itself, ov~_..bich one Juan Cordiz, a

I

Spanish-Americ&n 4baipl9 of the Jlonlloa
church, httld supreme away.
The majority of the people were firm belleTill'S
in the Mormon faith, and slaves t, the will of
their exacting and st.em Prophet, while the other
part of the population was made up of the ruffian element, who served Cordiz for the gold and
whisky they got more than for any love or respect they bad for him .or bis church.
The town itself was quite a pretty place, of
perhaps sixty or seventy dwellin~, mostly
built of Jogs and stone; then, in adrlition, there
was a sort of temple of stone; Cordiz's own
rlwelling, a large, strangely-shaped piece of masonry, built against the side of the basin wall;
a supply store, and a large, long, high inclosnre
of logs, partl:ii- roofed, wherein was a ring, with
tiers of seats around the sides, r eminding one of
the R oman ampitheaters of olden times. .Adjoining this, and connecting with it. was another long, low log structure, which ·was used
as a saloon.
On the evening that Cyclone Kit started to
enter the pocket, a number of the rougher class
of the town's inhabitants were collected in the
saloon, engaged in Jmbibing the ardent pretty
freelv
·
As· ~sual with their class o~ characters, when
affected by stimulants, their argument had
turned to the subject of personal prowess, and
as there were two sides of the dispute, there
naturally wPre two objects of contention in the
persons of the same number of local roughs.
Of these, one was a tall, rawboned borderman, with straggling tow-colored bearr! fiery
eyes and a red nose, on the end· of which was a
tuft of hair. He was brawny and powerfully
built, and was evidentl:Y a man of prodigious
strength.
His companions addressed him as Coyote
Jake, and be looked brutal enough to merit the
title.
'I'he other " best man" was called Alf Legree,
and was of considerable lesser size than · his
opponent, thou~b a man of great muscular
strength and qmckness.
He was swarthy complexioned, and black
haired, with mustache and goatee to match
and was the impersonation in point of looks, of
all that was disagreeable and evil.
Both he anrl Coyote Jake were attired in top
boots, corduroy pants, red shirts and slouch
hats, as were the majority of the party, and,
likewise, were armed with revolvers and knives.
.Among those engaged in argument were
some half a dozen · of other pilgrims of the
same type, who rejoiced in the pos~ession of
such titular appendaf!'S as " Turkey Tom,"
"Carbonate Cal." ' Grizzly Goorge," and
"Prairie Phil," while the two objects of discnssion stood leaning against the bar, unable often
to crowd a word in edgewise.
·
"Thar ain't no use o' talkin'," Turkey Tom
declared, smiting his fist heavily upon the bar.
" Tha r ain't no sech pbizerkle qualities about
Coyote J aka a• tbar is in .Alf Legree. Alf he
jest stands higb-cockolorum o' this hyar city,
an' ye kan't fetch a fel!er as will knock a chip
o1l"n >iis shoulder, or bes>t him at any game."
"Whew! one woulrl t:bink ter beer ye crow,
t.bat ...vyote Jack hod•»., won bis spurs, as bo!!il -

'i
o' the burg!" Carbonate Cal exclaimed. ":Cf [ "Ye", Legr<'e, I heard y o:i sr y it-tlrnt you
any o' y ou <'haps wan es t er m a tch L grr e 1 1..-e re n• .t afraicl of me--aurl it is not tbe firot
a g'in' Jako fer t l!e ' SCT:l es,' all yu've got to do time l'rn beard it hinted that y r.u w nuld some
is nominat,e y er • pile,' an ' beer's w'at'il COYt)l' day •clean me out ' and take my plar-e at tbo
et, kerslapl"
bead of cur people. Yc ·u must well know that
"Bah! there's n o nse o' wraugliu' i:hout thr t, yon are no match for n.o in point of strength,
feller.-," Prairie Pbil sa id. •• Ef tear's euuy ski'l 0r <'tlerity."
/
doubt about tber r espective qnnlities uv tbe
"Perbaps not,'' lRgr<'e finally sai<l, "hut I
g ents, eL's l.JouLd to be settled Hoon, as ye may presume I could gi"7e you a pretty Rtifl' rub. I
surmise !"
1lin't much at brag, hnt ~ n E>vPr al:ow a man
"What! how's that?" LPgree asked, for the to kick dmt in m y eype, no matter ef he do feel
first time speaking in several minn te".
a few p<'gs L>iv )!.Pl' nor 1 I"
"How'~ tbati" Coyote Jake a skecl, also maniTile Propbnt looked surprised and ~n cPrecl .
fe~ting interest..
It was the first time bis suprema <'y Lael heen
" It's how like tqi",'' Philip declared, taking disputed by ony of tis flocl<.
in a hu ge cben. "Tho Pro, bet is a-goiu' te<·•
He was a m nn rot calculated to inFpire any
to take to bimsPlf a fresh wife, an' )'OU know he timirl p errnn 'IVitb feelings d assurnn r e 0r ad·
allus !'elPbrat es on seC'h o<"casious by lickin' two miration-a man who stord six feel three, in bis
o' the hest galoots in tbf' town.
. "'oots, and who was mas<ively y <-t gnwefully
Tile faces of the others betrayed snrpriee.
fra med, with a d11 skv Spani eh fa ce and Ll:iek
•·Juen Cordiz JlOi ug to ruany again?'' se veral eyes, a swrnpin.~ iron-i;"'lY u.ustP. cbe, 1. nrl hair
exc/ai 'l'ed , sirnult.a Peousi,v.
..._
to match-the whole comhincd w itb a habitual
" Y a s. Y"ll b<t ! le:i.,t.wise that's trA rufl"nr. facfol expre:.;sion that was cark, evil and sinSix nill ~ eno u"'. h ter kee p bi• n company, "o he's ister.
goin' to Luikl on au aJditiun an! wa il z in a
H e was a ttired in a rich g-<-ld-trimmerl 8pani"b
seventh.''
c::>stume of velvr·t, and armed witu a gold-hilted
"Phew! v-on't tbnr Le war in ca mp, tb0n ?" swnrd and revolvPrs.
CAr';, 'Tiate C!'l gru111Rcl. " Q11een will be l.J'11in'
He st..00 regarding Legree for a fewml'ments,
"'i' ta ge, and some onP'll g0t a j oh '" kni I'<>- after tbfl latter's decfor ...tic n, with a glitter in
stickin', you bet! 'Wbu's goin' to be the sev- h is deadly eye, that meant hat1·ed .
euth l"
"W e shall see a bout this a few ·days hence,
" Tbe gal the Prophet's bin raisin' up ebe last when I take the fair Pertie Bird t,-; my n est. I
few years-the old witch's darter, you knuvv, alwa.ys ~le bra te an event of marriege by chalBe1·tie Bird. She's calculated to be the purtiest lenging the bf'st man in Gold-Flake to met·t me
in Gold-Flake."
•
in mortal combat., and I heret.y c:balleoge y ou to
"An' the Prophet's a-goin' to take her · enj" stand np heforn me!"
Legree demanded, fiercely.
" And I respectfully dCC'line!" Legree said,
"Tbat'R the talk up at t]l. :;r,ansion,"Pbilip p.Tuffiy . "You cah try Coyote JakP, here,
agreed. "Wby? H ev you p-ot any lip-in', in first!"
tbe .m·•tte •·?"
.
"Not mucbly !" tbe valiant Jacob declnred.
" Waal. I reckon I I've Reu my mind 011 ap- "When I want to get dissected, I'll go before a
r.ropriatin' tbf't 11:al m y self, an' I don't allow r ef'u]ar mederkle body."
Prophet Cordiz bas auy right ter objt'<!t or in-1 Don Jnan laughed, tauntingly.
terfe1-.."
" A brav<i gang of <'owar<l, you are. to he
"Ho! ho! ye'd better not t.f'll him tbet, or rnre ~·· ~ e sneererl. "Wby. " 'hen I was of your
he'll have yon jugged for ~esistin , hi < rnles."
ages, I rould t>.tckle ten m en , single-banded • .But
"To blazes with his rules ! I don't allow he's I ae1 gettm g old, uowno bettfir man than I he, e n' h0 knows I ain't
"'But none too old to marry I'
afeard o' him, if Coy1 .te Jake i '·"
"Who iR it tbHt says he f,•,.rs ,, ~ '-;'! uan Cnr"Py the wny , I am Pxpert.inp, a party of
diz1'' a voit'e cried in ster 1 n<c· ' t ' · P. ncl thie pPople fro m Ea stern- Utah. to pay m e a visit,
grvu!J of men turned to hEholrl t l.Je Morm on and de!tire tlia t tbe greatest attPU •it>ll be shown
Prophet standin!! in the doorway."
tbem, in order that we may verhaps induce
"Who was i t1" he r epeated , when no one an- tbP,m to s ttle herP with u"."
Then the Prophet- turnnd to r1 epa rt. But in
sweroo. "Speak up. some of y ou lubl.Jcr s, or
l'il run you tbrongb with my Rworrl."
the dourway stood the commandin g figure of a
Bu t the ruffia ns seemed inclined to shk!cl <'re nrnn.
another, despite rheir diffe1·ent opin ions , s t <>
And tha t man was none other than Cyclone
wbo-was the hnllv of the town. Rn<l accordiu ~lv Kit.
did not answer the query propounded ·hy tbelr
Tbe Pror.be'. uttered a san c ~i m onio u s oath as
rulPr.
he S>JW him.
"Aha! "o th~re is a pretty bit of tyranny
"He ll I what meon s tbis intru"ion? Who
bere, eh ?" Don Ju ~ n g ro'i<le<l, a rh ·an cing tbrE>at- are y ou , Sir Stral! ger?" he criPd , drawing his
eningl v ; "a sc,.t o f mu t.inons spirit that needs gleaming sword,_ with a lightning m ovement
quellin g . A li Lf'g r eP, y ou ne t .JU man that that would have RUrpriRed PVen a professional
said y on were not hfraicl of m P."
swordsman . . "Sp0ak, man, before I cleave thy
Legr ee <I; l not deny it- dirl not an"wer et all. skull in twain with a "ingle blow. What do
It was phin t.hRt hA wus afraid of the PropbPt yo' want-v.-I<o RrA y ou ?"
of tha Walled City, and that be had company in
" ·well, sir!" Kit replied, coIDooeedly, "to the
those wb:1 clustererl a bout him, for they all best nf my ideas, my nPme is Cydono Kit, and
sbrnnk back as the Don advanced.
. !_ just tum hied down into this pit, to see what
0

0
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ldoo of S: menagerie wa.<; kept here. Quite a fall
from them rocks, above, I allow!"
"More of a fall than you ever made, sir!" the
Don declared, emphatically. "Out with it-bow .iid you reach this place1"
"As _( remarked before, I come down on the
·
e.ir-line."'
"You are an infernal liar, and if you don't
·i;e~ me bow you gained access to this place I'll
cut you up, inch by <inch I" the Prophet cried.
"Pll bet you ducats you won't," Kit responded. with bis u~ual imperturbable coolness.
"There ain't enough edge on your toad-sticker
there to m[;ke a crease in my pelt.".
" Oho! ain't there, though 1 You evidently
don't know whom you are talking to, sir I"
"Oh, yes I do-kuow ye like a Psalm-book."•
" W ~u. wb.o am U" the Don asked, in curiosity to know if the audacious stranger really did
·
know him.
" Ob! you're a pocket edition of Brigham
Young!" Kit answered1 readily. "You claim
the name of .Tuan Corniz here-a Mormon pretended Prophet-but the.r's them that knows
you once bad another name."
Cordiz startsd and flashed, while his glittering eyes scannad the f<!-ce of the young adventurer eagerly.
"CurJe you! perhaps you !tro right," he
growled. " I may have had a hundrei names,
but it is enough that you do not know them.
You say you are Cyclone Kit-are you aware
that you have ventured recklessly into your
.
tomb'1''
"Ob, no! I ain't down on the hooks for sever\l-1 years yet. You of course will extend me
the hospitality of your church and city, providing I hitch on to a dozen wives, more or ;esswill{ou n ot1"
" don't think I will," the Don growled.
" You are evidently a person l' don't care to inflict on the people of my church as a broth~r.
Therefore, as no man entP.ring here can ever
leave alive, tllere is but ons thing else to be
done-we must fight!"
CHAPTER IV.
BENEATH THE PULPIT,

'.':T was no surprise to Cyclone Kit when Don
Juan announced that he must fight.
When be had fully determined to come into
the locked valley in quest of Bertie Bird, he
knew he would have trouble, and had made
up his mind that it behooved him to establish a
repntation from the start whicu would give him
prestige and: position.
Well satisfied that he could look out for Number One, be had, on reaching the Mormon town,
made directly for the salo m, prPsuming he
would be able ~ set the ball a-rolling, in the
way of a fus•, and at once get up a reputation.
The Don's proposal accordingly gave him mO.ch
satisfacl;ion.
"H~ve to fight, ehi" be said, looking the Prophet l)Ver from head to foot. "Well, .! don't
mi.Jld, providing you know your business. I
.V"8llke to measure a.:ns with a man who is not
ali least my equal."
"I dare say you will find me all you can 8l!t:

the Don sneerert, with a harsh
" vv bat way can{ou light bestf"
am a good shot, as
shooting generally goes; I can dig you in the
ribs with a bowie or a sword; ain't bad at
rough-an'-tumble or a scientific knock-0.own;
chewin' off noses and ears L can do up brown;
am a tolerable fair booter; an' when it comes tO
breaking necks, gouging out eyes or wrestlin',
I allow I'm thar I"
''I may infer from that, that your specialty
is wrestling. Very well. To-morrow ni~ht I
will meet you in the coliseum, adjoining, and
cordially throw you over my head and break
your neck. Until then I shall have you watched
to see that you do not steal anything. Out of
my way, sir, and allow me to pass."
"Not until you take back that insinuation
that I am a thief!" Kit cried, sternly, and advancing nearer to the Prophet. " Eithe1· ch:tw
your words, or I'll show you a tric)f,you never
saw beCore."
"Ha I ha! J'luleed I Know once and for all
that .T nan Cordiz, Mormon Prophet and gentleman, never takes back what he 1utters. Out of
my path, va~aboJ?-dl"
And drawmg his sword once mo;re, h o strode
towavd the door, despite the fact that Cyclone
blocked his path.
But Kit didn't back at all.
Standing his ground' fearlessly, he waited tmtil the Don poised his sword preparatory for a
lunge; then, with a lightning movement, be
threw himself forward upon his hands and
made a wonderful hand~pring that boded him
neatly upon his feet on the other side of the
Prophet. Whirling quickly around, he caught
the astounded Don by the leg and shoulder, and
hy the strength of ' his powerful arms, raised
him above his head and burled him with terrific
force against a window near at hand-the entire action occupying but a few seconds of time.
There was a crash of glass, and the anatomy of
the Prophet disappeared from view in tke darkness of the night without.
" Next I" Kit said, turning to the bystanders.
" Is there any one else who wants to try me a
wbirH"
"I guess not," Prairie Phil answered, shaking
his head. "You're too rich for our blood.
Reckon ~be Prophet will interview ye again,
though, as soon as he can reach you."
"No, I don't think so," Kit rep,hed, going to
the window and peering out. ' There he goes
now1 limping, and swearing like a r.irate, !orgetting, very likely, that he is a pillar of the
church. H o! ho! ho!" and he laughed merrily.
And it proved so. The Don did not return,
evidently having got his Ill!.
Satisfied that no direct or open attack would
be made upon him for a. time, Cyclone Kit
lounged about the saloon awhile, watching the
people who came in and out, after wllich he
took his departure and went out into the basin.
The hour was about midnight, aud it was
very dark and beginning to r ain.
He must llnd some place in which to spend the
r emainder of the night, and with this object in
view, he set out.
He bad not gone far before h• beard Gill'
BOUnd of twd . voices ;Just a.head of I.Jim, -1
commoda~

laugh.

" Oh, it's immaterial.
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pa.using a moment, he became satisfied that the
ownw:s of them were also advancing in a like
direction with himself.
Somethiilg impelled him to glide swiftly and
cautiously nearer, in order that he might learn
if the topic of their conversation was anything
that had a bearing upon bis case.
He got so near that even in the darkness he
could distinguish that both were figures clad in
male attire, even though one of them bad a decidedly feminine voice.
"There isn't the least doubt about the matter
in my mind," one of the persons said, in an emphatjc maaner. "The whole circumstances of
the case indicate that he came to this section.
and if a child exists around here bearing his
name, there can be no ~ute but what it is the
link we are looking after. '
" In that case, what good is it going to do
youj The old man, and woman are living, and
you'd have to adopt the whole family, in order
to make miytbing out of the child."
" Even that would pay, were it a matter of
necessity, which it is not. If the child, or ratber, young woman we nro on tra"k of, is the right
one, sbo is a b<Jnanza. The old folks must be
pretty old, and would sell out cheap, no doubt.
and I oould make my own terms as far as t he
girl is concerned."
"You don't know. I've seen women that
even you couldn't attract, with all yl)1>.r suavity
and Beau Brummel perfection."
'
" Very few, I'll wager I"
".Ay, more than a few. But, -uow, through
my treachery to tho faith, you have learned so
much, wbat next do you propose to do1 How
do you propose to work your plan, here in GoldFl!lke!"
"I shnil adopt the plan of introduction to the
Prophet Juan, which you suggested to mel"
" Yes, that will be your best plan. .And remember, if we meet, hereafter, we pass as strangers."
" ( understand--5trangers. It will be as well
thus1 as otherwise. H ere is your money I"
Kit saw them pause a moment, and h~
f;aused: Then, when they advanced, he d id
.'ikewise.
H e followed them for some distance further,
when, to his surprise, they abruptly uisapneared
from view, and at a point1 where there \Vas apparently no means of their doing so, naturally,
the ground being open and level.
"I'll be shot if they ain't gone, for a certainty," he muttered, "and it didn't take 'em a second to become scarce, neither. Maybe it was
by way of the secret exit from this place."
After a moment's reflection he continued on,
until be had come about to the place where .he
had seen the last of them, and made an inspection of tl!e surroundings.
There was nothing he could see having a suspicious look; there was no apparent place closo
at hand where the twain could have bidden, or
where there was any chance for them to have
~tite~ reK of sight, except by sinking throni:;h
nearTy evetd h.i could see no opportunity for
able, and aJjlSS they bad swum down the stream
lips when hJ
hall haTI! to cave In on solving
ressed
p Thus· they pbep~nfl," was his conclusion.

"I opine, though, that I've got onto the idea ot
a little scheme tbat is in course of development.
It seems that there is another man besidei myself who wants possession of Bertie Bird. It b..
hooves me, therefore, to look o..it for Number
One, if I hope to secure her."
It was beginning to rain harder now, and he
knew it was advISable to get in under some sort
of shelter soon, so he struck out again, and in
the course of a short walk came to tile Mormon
temple, or church-a large structure of stone
used by the "Saints" as a place of worship, and
poosessed of as many quoor angles an cl a'1rupt
turns as Hawthorne's famous "llouso of Seven
Gables."
"I wonder if I can't get a night's lodging in
this place," Kit muttered, glancinf( around, to
see if any. person was watching him, aad then
mounting the steps.
He tried the ponderous door, but, as expected,
found that it was fastened on the other si~.
" That settles that, as the egg said to the coffee," w mused. "I guess they don't keep open
house for tramps. I wonder how the door lS
fastened!"
A thouii:ht occurring to him. be tried the
panels until he found one that rattled.
Once npon a time he bad read of a Mormon
edifice in Salt Lake City, the door of which
was a marvel of mechanism in the way of s!iding panels, and so forth, and be resolved to test
the door before him.
Not a little to bis surprise, after working the
loose panel a fow minutes, it suddenly swung
open, making quite an aperture-sufficiently
large for him to reach in his arm and undo the
boitB tuat securPd the door.
In a twinkling t hereafter, he was within the
vestibule of the temple, with both the door and
panel securely closed.
All was mky darkness within the vestibule,
so he groped his way forward., into the church
itself.
Here he stumbled around among £eats, unMJ
ho reacbed the heart of the place, where be lay
down upon one of the rude seats, which cons!sted of unplaned planks laid upon blocks, and
was soon fast asleep.
· It was broad daylight when he next opened
bis eyes, and lay a few moments gazing up at
the vaulted ceiling of the rude temple.
A dim light bad struggled into the church
through a single window, and by its aid, Kit
could better contemplate bis surroundings than
when he had first entered.
There was a pulpit, and the wooden seat.., and
that was about all the noticea ble features, except that a door opened into a room in the rear
of the pulpit.
"I guess this will constitute my place of
abode during my stay here," Kit observed, rising
and saunterin11: down the aisle. "That is, unless I am found here, which, 1 suppose, accord.ing to the Mormon faith, would bea sacreligious
sin. Hal"
He pamed and listened.
Footsteps sounded in the vestibule, and were
. 1
evidentJ.y .coming i.nto the audience-room.
Somctbmg must be done at once. To be dlllcovered there would not only ruin his chanees
1 for further lodging in thetem~ le, but a.ls& miaht.
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bring him into serious trouhfe, which until he
had 9.n interview with Bei:tie Bird, Cyclone Kit
did not desire.
There was no safe place of biding within the
auditorium, and so be made a rapid flight toward the door in the rear of the pulpit.
Before he reached it, however, he discovered
a trap-door, just behind the pulpit, and where
the Prophet must evidentl.v stand, while exhortino- to his flock of polygamous lambs.
<';iuickly raising this trap, Kit saw a stairway,
beneath, which he was not slow in descending,
and closing the trap, after him, which left him
once more in darkness.
Shortly after, he heard footsteps overhead,
and as there appeared to be no probability of
any one descending, he crept close up to the
trap, and listened, through a wide crack in the
floor.
A voice soon spoke, and he recognized it as
that of Don Juan, the Prophet.
" Danites of the Mormon church!" he wns
saying. "You have beard of the insult• your
priest and Prophet last night r eceived, at the
hand of a strolling vagabond, wbo gave out his
name as Cyclone Kit. H e is not only a ruffian,
but also a villain, and I believe that be comes
here with a view of getting data as to tbe valuable mineral resources of this gulch, tbat be
may briag down . upon us J. sufficient force of
miners to drive us forth, and take possession,
himself. You will, therefore, see the danger
with which we are menaced, and r ealize that it
become> us never to allow this fellow to leave
Gold-Flake alive!"
A murmur of approval was then audible, evidently coming from several persons.
"Therefore," tbe Don continued, "you, Chief,
. will issue placard~. offering; a thousand dollars
to the person who ta''es Oyclone Kit, dead or
alive, and po;;t the same about the town. -Do
you underst md ?"
" Id •, Prophet," a voice r eplied.
"Very good. And no w, before we adjourn,
we had best turn the uloodbounds loose in the
church, as the infernal enemy may take a notiou to invade the sanctity of our place of worship!"
And, a few minutes later, Cyclone Kit was by
no means elated to bear the pattering of a nuruher of animal feet, followed by sniffs, and a
sharp howl peculiar to the man-hunter.
CHAPTER V.
OUT-GENERA.LED.

THE bowl of the hound spoke better -W.aa
words, to Cyclone Kit, that he was discovered.
They had sr euted him, a lready, and it would be
a matter of only a few minutes until they
tracked him. .
What then would follow?
He bad no time to conjecture-be felt well
satisfied t bat the Mormons would raise tbe trap,
and give him up to the mercy of the i;avage
brutes. .
·
Finally, he beard the platter of the dogs' feet
overhead, followed by another series of howls,
and this awakened him to a full sense of his desp;;rate situation.
Descending the stone stairs, as fast as was possible, he soon came to the bottom of them, and

II

found him~lf in a smalT cellar. where dar~
was dense and the air almost stifling.
·
Almost a groan burst from his lips, as be ran
about the walls of the gloomy apartment, with1
out finding any door or outlet from the place,
except by the stairs.
If tb-e dogs were turned down upon him, what
would be his fate!
Death, certainly, should they be too :uiany, in
number, for him to handle.
It was a moment of terrible suspense, as be
stood in the center of the cellar, and lister.;ed
for the li1 tmg of the trap,. while at the same
time, he had a revolver in each hand.
The moment of suspense lengthened into seV··
era1 and still the dogs continuedf<> howl.
vv by was the trap not raised'.IL.
That was something Kit coura not quite Un.
derstand.
Had Don Juan and the Mormons left the
temple, au.:i were the dogs alone in their discovery!
It would seem so, for minute after minute
glid.ld by, with no change in tbe situation.
The Mormons must have let the dogs loose,
and immediately departed ther¢ter " Kit coneluded, "and if that's tbe case, therels only one
safe thing to do. I mmt kill the con.founded
brutes and escape while I ha'\'e a cbance. I
think 'r can 9,et rid of the animals without serious trouble.'
1
Accordingly, thrusting one r evolver in his
b~lt, he grasped the other in bis right hand, and
crept up the stairs to t he trap-door.
The dogs seemed to scent his approach, for
they· howled and-tore around tba harder, seemingly furious to get at tbeir would-be victim.
Getting directly beneath the crevice in the
floor, Cyclone Kit peered up through it into tbe
room above, while lying upon his back, with his
revolver ready for use.
He could see the dogs dashing to and fro directly over him.
Topick them off, one by one, as tbey passed
over the crevice, was the easiest thing Jn the
worldrand be proceeded to do it.
Thrusting the muzzle of his revolver into the
crevice, he fired when the bead of one of the
brutes bece..me exposed to view.
The next instant there were some te1Tible
yelps and snarls, which ended in a dying
wail.
One man-bunter was done for, at least.
Watc bing eagerly, Kit soon caught another
in the same manner, and then a third.
Listening intently, he then became satisfied
that but one r emained, and that be bea;rd trotting away, proving that the animal was r etreating probably frightened ...t the fat,e of its companions.
" If I don't settle that one's hash I may not
get another chance," was Kit's instant decision,
and pushing up the trap.door, be leaped out into
the church.
It was a fatal action, so far as liberty was
'.loncerned, for he was instantly seized-..,~-·!-
bind by a numbe.r of strong hands," spend the
to the floor.
)lis object in
A nd though he struggled with t·
a Hercules, he could not mast.er .le heard h
against him.
'. of hinl, -1
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Twice he hurled them away from him, with
a superhuman eftor~.l but each time they sprung
back upon him, hau a dozen in number, and
finally succeeded in binding him securely, and
raising him to a standing position.
He was then able to note the fact that his
captors were all masked with thick crape vails
-e.lso that Juan Cordiz, the Mormon Prophet,
was perched on the top of tbe pulpit, where be
had evidently been superintending the whole
business.
"Hal ha! ha!" he laughed, leering evillr. at
Cyclone Kit. "We caught you, a.fter all, didn't
we?"
"At the cost of the lives 01" your blood.hounds, yes," Kit responded, quietly.
"Oh, they were of no account, or I shouldn't
have turned them loose for you to kill. Cyclone
Christopher, you are what I call a man-marvel
-a man of extraordinary ner e. You are as
braVE' as a lion, and quite as dangerous, if left at
large. But for this fact of your bravery I should
· shoot you down without hesitation. As it isil I
iiave some respect for you, and shall, for awh · ·e,
keep you imprisoned, until, for my own amusement, I can conceive some plan wbicb, while you
are struggling for your life, will thoroughly test
your sk111 and nerve. I shall arrange a programme of almost impossibilities for you to perform, and if you carry it out you shall be given
y1Jur liberty. Pepper, take him to th<> 'nest,'
i.ud give him a breakfast of raw meat. We want
to get his brute blood up!"
Cyclone Kit listened, his face passively calm
in expression, but his eyes gleaming with a stern
light.
"Very well. Though I don't claim to be a
man to accomp!isl 'mpossibilities, I shall take
advantage of any opportunities that may be
offered me to escape from your infernal town.
Feed me on raw meat or whatever you like, remembering that according as I am treated I
shall eventually retaliate, with compound interest."
"That I'll risk," the Don replied. "Out with
him, Pepper, and while you are about it, you
may as well give him a march about the town,
so that the folks may know him when they see
him hereafter."
Acting upon these orders, the Danites-as Kit
concluded they wer0-{!ut the bonds which held
his feet, then two of tbe men grasped •him by
either arm, and two walked ahead, while the
others brought up the rear.
..And thus formed into a procession, the party
left the church, Don Juan slightly in advance
of the rest, and marched down the only street
9f. the town.
Cyclone Kit "alked . proudly erect, an expreslion of cool defiance upon bis handsome face.
People rushed from the houses along the line
of march to get a peep at the daring stranger
who had had the audacity to insult their ruler,
the Prophet.
Kit received all the glances sent at him with
the greatest indiffe-.ence, though memorizing
nearly every face that wa.s particularly not;ceable, and allowing a faint smile to wreathe hi1
lips when be saw a faD9 wberain pity wu e;x.
pressed.
ThllS they pused. dowu. tk• 1!1irfft Ulltil tbe;y
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arrived at Don Juan's mllllSion, a pretentious
and imposing structure of stone.
This was entered at the front, and the march
continued, not only through a long hallway,
but into a passage which ·ran back into the
mountain.
·while passing through the hall Kit caught a.
glimpse of a pretty, girlish face, looking out of
a side door; but it was only a glimpse, for Don
Juan uttered a curse and took a step toward the
door, which was speedily closed.
"I wonder if that is Bertie Bird?" was the
thought that flashed across Kit's mind. " If so,
she's a beauty, and no mistake."
They soon paused in front of a door of iroa
grating at one side of the mountain passage,
which opened into a dungeon which the hand
of man had hewn and blasted out, probably for
the .same purpose for which it was u30d. The
door was unlocked and Kit ushered in, after
which the portal was locked on the outside.
"There! 1 wish you meny times in your
snug cell," Juan said, sneeringly, as be peered
through the grating•. "When I have devised
some suitable plan to test your bravery, I'll
drop in to see you."
Then he retired 1 the Danites following, and
Kit was left to maim the best of his situation.
" It's better than I expected at first," be said
to himself. "When they &urprised me, in the
church, I reckoned they'd do for me at once.
As it is, I've a chance for my life yet."
Tbe dungeon was hewn from the solid rock,
and tbe iron door was of sufficient strength to
resist tbe attack of even a battering-ram.
What chance was there, then, for escape?
Kit looked the situation over as hest he was
able in the semi-gloom, and concluded that the
chances were decidedly poor.
Still he was not a man to despair, and threw
himself down upon a bundle of dried grass in
one corner, to take his ease, while matters developed.
No one came to disturb his thoughts until
aft.er a long while, when he concluded that it
must be growing close to-night, as it was quite
dark in the passage without.
Then one of the Danites came and poked ~
couple of pieces of raw deer-meat in between the
slats.
A smell of the meat satisfied him that it was
fresh, and palatable, but bow was be to eat it
without the use of his bands, which were still
securely fastened behind his back.
He was considering the matter when something struck him in the back,- and fell to the
rocky floor with a metallic ring.
Turning in surprise be peered sharply about
tbe dungeon. But he looked in vain. He could
discover n'J apertnre or crevice, through which
tbe missile, which proved to bean ivory-handled
dirk kriife, could have been dropped or thrown.
"Well, I'm shot if I ain't much obliged for
the favor" he said aloud, as be gazed at the
knife. ·•You needn't be bashful about entering, whoever sent in this visiting-card."
But there was no answer.
The donator of the knife, where'er he or she
m!gbi be ooncMled, evidently pr.tel"l"ff to hft1b
frcim ~ht and keep lilent..
l.f'illg d'"'11 apoa his buk. OTtr tke lmite, h.9
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!Succeeded in cutting the bonds which confined
his wrists, giving him the use of all his limbs.
To attack the deer '1!eat, was a job he was
quite willing to perform. Though raw, it was
:sweet, and he bad no difficulty in making a
good square meal.
He then lay down, to ponder over the mystery of bow the knife found its way Into the
rlungeon, but, giving it up, he dropped oft' into
a restless sleep.
· When he awoke it was with a start.
He opened bis eyes, and uttered a cry!
A face was bendin~ close to him, the eyes
~ring at him, searchingly!
He remembered the face instantly-he had
.seen it when coming through the hall;-it was
the pretty girl!
__
CH.APTER VL
QUEEN.

HE beheld a young woman of some nineteen
years, evidently, who, though rather short of
<Stature, was wel'l formed, and neatly attired.
In face she was very pretty, having finely-chiseled features, a tempting mouth and magn etic brown eyes that · sparkled, brilliantly.
.Her hair was long and heavy, flowing in a flossy
bi::own wave over her shoulders.
Comparing her fac,-e with that of Old M o;i',
-the witch, Kit was wondering if this fair girl
<iould be the ogre's own flesh awl blood, when
:she suddenly spoke :
''You ar e n ot frightened are you?''
"Ob! no-I am simply startled," he replied.
"' I certainly was not expecting vou."
"Of course you were n ot . Had you been expecting me/ ten to one I shouldn't have come. "
"Indeed I suppose I ha ve you to thank for
the loan of the knife. Will you r elieve me of
t>eing mystified, by telling me where you burled
-:the knife from?"
" H a rdly; I must first know who you are and
what brings you to Gold-Fla ke. I may b 3' a ble
-io helo you, or I may not, as the case happens
i;o be. "
.
"Well-my name is Cyclone Kit," the pris-oner r espond ed. "I am an adventurer with
little other object in life, than to wander about
:a.nd en joy m yself."
.
'
"You deny tha t you had an object in coming
-W this place?"
"Oh ! no. I ha ve a purpose in most everything I d o."
" Then, wha t was the purpose of your coming
.here?"
" I decline to tell."
" You ar e foolish. Listeu to me, and you
'Will admit it. Do you know who I am ?''
"No. If I were t o guess, I should say you
were not Ber tie Bird!"
A look of surprise came over her face at
~L

wire, and the last one he shall G1'tt ha\'9 UJl9ll
this oorth."
"You bis wifef"
"Unfortunately and much against my- will,
yes. I was forced by my parents to wed him
not three months ago, but be found that in me
he bad got bold of a tigress."
"You have no love for his prophetship, then 9''
"Ha! ha! no; nor he for me. We hate each
other about as cordially as two humans oon, I
fancy. It is only a matter of time when one of
us kills the other."
"Why do you stay here, then?'' Kit asked.
" Because I can't well leave without money.
And, besides this, I am not going to leave. 1
am going to change places with Juan Cordra-I
am going to take this valley and drive out the!!&
Mormons one by one, until the town shall know
a new life and a bet~r people."
" A good resolve, worthy of being caITied out,
I should say, if you are able to do it," Kit allowed. " I guess you lack the strength, do you
not?'!
"Not so much as you might suppose. There
are a few people, thank God, who ba1·e P.rivately renounced the Mormon faith, and will stand
by me-people who were captured and pressed
into the life they now live. I do not need a
great many more sturdy volunteers ere I sball
be able to make a strike for the l'ight."
"And you want to add me to your list, ehi"
"I do. You a re a man-whom I would like to
nnt in command."
- "Well, I will think about it. I fear tba~ 1
though your scheme is feasible, it will fail
through not having sufficient strength."
"Yon will think otherwise when you see my
backers. Though only a child yet, Queen Cordiz bas a level bead and a long sight."
" Does Don Juan know anything of this proposed mutiny'!''
,
"Not for certain , I guess, though I have an
idea be suspects trouble, from the fact that he is
very rude and even brutal townrd me. He can
hardly know anything of the scheme, however,
as I have enjoined the strictest secrecy."
"If he should anticipa te you, how would you
go t o work to get out of the scrape'!''
" Get out of it the best wa y I could and abide
the consequences. I must go, now. I merely
came to let y ou know tba t you bad more than
one chanee for your l;fe. Y u ca n think it over,
and I'll see you a gaiu ere long If you will face
the dungeon door a minute, will not disturb
you any longer ."
C.v clone Kit obeyed, but kept alert bis sense of
hearing.
A moment later he gla nced around and Queen
Cordiz was gone, even t hough he had not heard
a sound denotling her departure, while th e walls,
fl oor a nd ceiling of the r ocky cell remained, to
all appearances, as befor e-solid and unyielding.

'

"No, I am not!" she said, decidedly. "Wha t
The d:ty following tha t nigbt was a wild a nd
do .you know of her ?"
stormy one wi tbnut, and Don Juau r Prnained in"Not very much-simply th at such a person doors in hi ~ r omfort a hly a ppointed li brary.
is in existence. and is about to become t be . The P rophet sat in a n easy-chair, his heels
Jatest Mr8. Oordiz !"
PlevatRd upon the table, a nd a pipe in bis
"So rumor ha.~ It; but it shall never Qe- mouth , from which he sent clowls of smoke roll'1¥1.tlterf' and t he girl stamped her foot ernphli.ti- ing C6\lingward, as he was buried in deep
ea.lly on the floor. "I am Juan Cordiz's last thought.
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H ZYm a king 11a7 OCC11P:1 hit throne, and . be
at eue I" he multered, a frown coming over
bis face. "Things are not workin~ too smoothly, here, in Gold-Flake, and something tells me
tbiit there is trouble in the near future, but in
what shape it will come, I cannot say. O! one
·.t hing I am satisfied , however-there Is a suspicion among the people that I am watching a
ripe chance to get po~session of the fund of
gold stored in the vault, and decamp with tt.
Some one of those having gold stored there,
constantly is in the Ticinity when I go there.
Perhaps it is well for tbem that they are so
careful, for I fancy I could, with all that
wealth, enjoy myself better in the East than
here. First, however, to wed the girl, Bertie
Bird, shall be my object. I swore yea.rs ago
that 1 would in this way have my revenge upo~
the witch. Besides, the girl is much SDperior in
all respects to any other woman In Gold-Flake,
except Queen. Curse that girl! She's a fury,
and she hates me worse_jhan poison. She must
be watcbed, for she is mnart enough and vindictive enough to do me immeasurable t>Vil.
Ha I who knocks theret Come in!" he added,
glancing toward the door.
It opened, and a stranger entered-a man
whom the Don had never seen before to his
recollection. He was a tall, well-dressed per116nage, of good figure and a noticeably handsome face, which was set off advantageously by
a pair of handsome eyes, and a finely-shaped
mouth, shaded by a sandy mustache.
"Have I tbe honor of addressing the Prophet,
Don Juan Cordiz ~" be asked, doffing his hat, as
be paDsed near the door.
"You have, sir!" that indlvrauat replied, as
be motioned to a seat. " Be seated and state
your busiuess."
•
"Th.is will explain to you wbo? am," and he
tossed a sealed letter upon tlhe table, which the
Don found was addrei;sed to himself.
Tearing it open, he glanced over its contents
hurriedly.
lt ran as follows:
" S.U.T LAKE CrrY, June -, 18-.
":l'rrmhlt J uo11, qf the Gold-Fta·ke,M01'Won Ohurch:" The bearP.r ot this note is one Arthur Carlison,
a rleb New Yon gentl•man, "'ho ba.s come to this

m
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my notice, I concluded you might be able to assist

him, and therefore ~p~ ~~ :~ou.
0
u ifRzalLUf YoUNo."

As he finished reading, Cordiz looked at the
stranger, an amused smile playing upon bis
stPrn faee.
"Young man," he· said, "your supposed
cleverness is the hight of folly."
"Why?" Carlison asked, growing pa.le. "Is
the r ecommend not in all respect:; satisfac-

tor!.?"

·

' Of course. not. In the first place it is a
forgery. In the ~econd placer-"
A bard glitter came into the handsome man's
eyes.
"How can you prove lt is a forgery!" he interrupted fiercely.
"Oh I It's proof enough in itself. In the first
piaee, I am a r-e•epile sheep from Brigh1tID's

llock, and we being deadly enemiee, he WOtJ1d
never addrees me at all, much less as a Pro1ih~t
Brigham does not allow another genuine )formon Prophet tO exist, aside from himself. I
am a Prophet over the people, here, who recog·
nfae me as such, but no further. That is how
I know the imposition you would practice on
me."
Carlison's teeth went hard together.
"Knowledge is power, so I must admit the
forgery. I knew of no other way I 1could gain·
access to this place, so I fixed up the forgery as
a :p,assport."
'Weil, sir, having arrh·ed so far, now what
i11 ;i;our businessr'
'I wiJl tell you If you will grant me your attention. You will probably recognize some of
the points of the case ' by having heard of them
oofore.
"To begin with: years ago-it matters not
just how many-the daughter of a wealthy and
aristocratic New England family eloped with a
worthless laboring man, and despite the fact
that expert detectives were sent out af~r them,
they eluded pursuit and escaped to the wilds of
the West. Here they have remained, unheard
from. until about six months ago, when the man,
Joe Bird by name, wrote back to one of his
Eastjlrn ~oSociates of former days, disclosing his
whereabouts.
" He wrote that be waij the the inmate of a
Mormon villa~e, where he was doing well, and
had several wives-that bis first wife, and his
daughter, Bertie by name, were still living; the
latter in the Mormon settlement, and the former a raving maruac in the mountains. Shortly prior to the reception of this news, the father
and only surviving parent of Bird's first wifewhose maiden name was Margaret :Matherl!lade his will, and less than a week afterward
died.
·
"His will disposed of a snug little fortune as
follows: To the child of his only daughter,
Margaret Bird by name, if such a child be living, he bequ.,athed two-thirds of his entire
wealth i to Cleve Carlison, if be be living, the
remaimng one-third, providing said Cleve Car.
lison found, courted and wed said child, be it a
girl, of said :Margaret Mather Bird. In case
Cleve Carlison be not alive1 the third~third to
go to Arthur Carlison, pr.ov1cling he fulfill the
same terms exacted of Cleve Carlison, should
said child of Margaret Bird be a girl. In event
of no female heir being born to said Margaret
Bird up to the date of the publication of the
will, or in event of either Cleve or Arthur Carlison's nut wedding such female heir of Margaret Bird, should one exist, within three years
after date of will-then the third third to go t.o
a local church society.
" As the third third of the forlltme my friend
left behind l'im, amounts to the snm of about
thirty thousand dollars1 you can readily see that
I am anxious to meet tne daughter of Joe and
Mar_garet Bi.rd."
".I,. should presume so," Cordiz r emarked,
gruffly. "And so you have come here with a
view of capturing 1his prize, have you!"
"You've bit it, exactly."
"But how about this Cleve Carlison!"
"Ohl ho's not in my way. He was a reckless,
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harm1- sort of a fellow, who has been roving
a.bout the WE>St for some years P.ast, -and at last
accounts had been shot and WJled by the Indians, down in Arizona, thus leaving me master
of the situation. I presume this Bertie Bird is
still a resident of this place, and is to be seen?"
"Well, I presume not!" the Don rf'plied, with
a sneer. "If the .information will give you any
satisfaction, Miss Bird is already engaged to
me, an:d is about t.o adu to her happiness, shortly, in becoming one of my several wives!"
Arthur Carlison uttered an oath.
"Your wife!" be ejaculated. "By Heaven,
no-this must not be, sir!"
"Allow me to know best!" Cordiz said fiercely.
" When any one has to say what shall, or what
shall not be done, in this town, I presume you'll
learn it is always myself. You h1tve come here
on a fool's errand, young man, and according
to our laws1 you cannot again leave this v<tlley,
which you nave the freedom of as long as you
mind your business and earn your own livrng.
If you become in any way meddlesome or
obnoxious I shall hand you over to the Danites.
So you can go now, and let me see no more of
you."
Whit.a with rage, Carlison arose.
" I will go," he said, " and I'll look to it that
you never marry her whom I have come so far
to secure."
· Once outside, however, a more furious fit
struck him.
"The outlook is devilish bad, but I'll not give
up. His Propbetship will find that I am a worse
man to deal with than my genteel appearance
implies."
CHAPTER VII.
IN THE RING!
AFTER the departure of Arthur Carlison from
the Cordiz mansion, the Don sat awhile longer
in his easy-chair, evidently in an unenviable
frame of mind, jud~ing by the frown of displeasure that cloudea· his brow.
"Curse the fellow! He must not see the girl,
f<ir she is the very one to fall in love with a
baby-face like bis. I must enjoin harsher
measures to prevent so many strangers entering
thi, gulch. It is evident that the witch, Old
Meg, is growing less particular.
He rapped smartly upon the floor with his
cane; a door of an adjoining room opened, and
a queer-dwarfed figure appeared, whose shaggyhaired bead was double the ordinary size, and
whose eyes were made to match and were wild
in their glare.
"Pietro!" the Don said, speaking sharply to
himi.." how is the bird of Bird's this morning?"
" i:;hure. she's as sassy an' independent as
iver, yer Honor." Pietro replied, with a strong
Irish acoont. which prover! that he was not an
Italian, as bis name would seem to imply.
"Her independenoo will have to be toned
down a little, I fear," Cordiz said, darkly.
" Show her into my presence, Pietro."
With a nod of satisfaction the dwarf disappeared, and soon returned. half-dragging by
the wrist a young and pretty maiden of some
seventeen summers- fair-haired 11L85ie, wh011e
fa09 was fresh and beautiW, wb010 ~-blaek

eyes shone lustrously, who!Mf whole appearance
was neat, refined and inelligent
"Unhand me, ruffian I" she gasped, as Pietr..1
pushed her forward into the Don's presence.
"Sir?"-turning to the Prophet--" have you nG
manhood or manly honor, that you permit me to
be abused by that misshapen wretch?"
"None whatever, mis.s, until you are :amed
sufficiently well to know who your master isl"
was the unfeeling response. " I demanded that
you should ruarry me, and you very unwisely
refu3ed. I then gave you over to Pietro's care
until you should be conquered."
A scornful smile flitted over Bertie Bird's
face.
·
"Do you have any hope that you will ever be
able t o couquer me, Juan Cordiz?'' she demanded, with sarcasm.
"Of course I shall," he replied, complacently.
"I've a great faculty of breaking in young fil.
lies, like you. I dare to presume I shall not
have much further trouble with you, as I am ar.
ranging to have the ceremony take place in the
amphitheater this eveni.ng, be you willing or
not. Preceding the ceremony, I shall enter the
ring and figbt a noted gladiator and sport, Cyclone Kit by name, and provP to you that in the
way of manly accomplishments Juan Cordiz
knows no equal. If I succeed in killing him,
Elder Magold will unite us. It will avail you
nothing to whimper or protest-my will is law,
and I will l)ave my way. Pietro, you may re·
move her."
·
" Oh! you monster!" Bertie gasped, as the
dwarf seized her once more· by tbe wrist, and
dragged her back to her place of imprisonment,
in an adjoining room.
After she was gone, Doll Juan seized pen, ink,
and paper, and proceeded l;o write rapidly.
Wnen he had finj,sbed, the following was the
result:
"TO-NIGHT.
"Grand Entertainment at Amphitheater,
.
,..
Gold-Flake.
"The Riglit Reverend Prophet of the Mormon
Church, Juan Cordiz, will, in public take unto himself another wife, in the person of Miss Bertie Bird.
"Previous to the Marriage Ceremony, Prophet
Juan will meet in battle a. noted Gentile bravo, Cyclone Kit by title. ·A general attendance desirea."
"There, that will fill the bill," the villainmut..
tered, as he perused the contents of the paper.
"I'll do for the long-haired foe to-night, and
then turn my attention to the latest arrival. I
fancy he is more to be feared than the other."
That night arrived. · It was dark and gloomy,
the wind soughing down into the basin in fitful
gusts.
As soon as darkness began to gather thick,
and lamplight was a necessity, the citizens be.
gan to assemble within the amphitheater, of
wbicb mention has previously been made. ·
Throughout the town notices had that day been
posted, concerning the forthcoming entertainment, and of co .ll'S0, as it was under the auspices of the Prophet, the whole population
turned out, and the raised seats surrounding the
ring were well fllled, including several box stalls
always reterved for the elders. One of th~~s was occupied by Don Juan's right-h~

man, Pietro, and his prisO'.ller, Bertie B'lrd, who
had been warned that if she did not conduct
herself according to directions she had been
given to Juan, Pietro would cut her throat, and
toss her out into the rin~.
The "entertainment, ' as the Don had aunounced it, was to begin at eight o'clock, and
long before that hour arrived, the interior of
the amphitheater, which in summer time was
u sed for r eligious services, present.,d an appearance at once novel and characteristic, reminding one not a little of the similar amphitheater
scenes of the Romans and 8paniards, of ages
past and gone.
Around the outskirts of the ring below, statfonr d about a yard apart, wem a number of
slouch-hatted, masked men, attired inred shirts,
black pants and top boots, and armed with
rifles. These were Mormon Dnnites, and constituted a guard, while at the same time they
occupied positions in a sort of sentry boxes
where tbey could not be attacked.
About·eight o'clock a gong was sonnded, and
Cyclone Kit was brought forward into the ring
by a ccuple of roughs, wbo immediately retired, leaving him the center of il.ttractiw for
many pa1rs of eyes.
He had been specially prepared for the ordeal
he was forced to undergo. He was stripp.-d to
the waist, while his lower garments consisted
of a pair of tight-fitting buckskin pantaloons,
and a pair of moccasins and leggings, gayly
trimmed with ribbons to matc1:i.
His Jong wealth of hair bad been tied up into
a tuft on top of his bead, Indian style, and gave
him a wild, unnatural appearance.
Around his waist was a belt containing a
bingle dirk knife of stout make and razor edge.
After he was left in the ring b:v the two men
who had ushered him in, Cyclone Kit stood gaz..
ing about him in curiosity, not knowing exactly
what to expect.
He saw the many strange and varied faces
that were turned toward him with expre'>Sions
<lf expertancy, and knew that they were ready
to applaud tbe heartiest when he should have
to fight the hardest for life. He had no pity to
expect from them, who were possessed of a dislike for all declared Gentiles; be knew that it
was next to useless to expect merey at their
bands.
H e saw among the faces in the audience that
of Queen Cordiz, caught her eye, and receiTed a
11imple nod.
Then he saw ,a door open at one side of the
ring, and a savage-looking bloodhound leap
forth, while at the same time the audience gave
a shout of approval
A glitter came into Cyclone Kit's eyes, excited by a spirit of indignation, that these ~
pie, who claimed to be civilized, should delight
to see 1WDan matched against a wild beast.
Waiting until the dog was half-way to him,
be raised his hand above his head, and gave
vent to a sharp, peculiar cry.
The bloodhound, whose ey~ glared redly,
paused with a growl and licked his chops hungrily, but made no move to advance further.
Quickly taking advantage of this respite, Cyclone Kit jerked the knife from his belt, and
hurlet it at th.e savage brute.

True to its aim, the point of the blade struck
the poor animal mid W'ay between the eyes, and
nearly cleft its skull in twain.
Without even a bowl it fell to the ground
dead, and Kit stepped gracefully forward ana1
extracte<l the knife, after which he waved his
band at tbll audience triumphantly.
If he had expected applause, which he did not,
he would have ,been disAppointed, for only a
faintly perceptible murmur of surprisa escaped
the spectators, and all was tben blank silence
for the space of a minute, when a stern voice
crid:
,., Turn in the bears!"
Kit looked quickly in the direction whence
the voice came, and saw the Don standing upon
a box, near one of tl..ie sentry-boxes, looking the
picture of rage incarnate.
.
"Yes, turn loose whatever you choose, old
Sardine!" Kit shouted back', good-naturedly.
"I've just struck my gait now, and can kill you
off enough meat in five minutes, to last you a
week big hog as you are."
" We shall see," the ruffian ruler .retorted,
with an oatb. "You have received butt.be first
installment."
So Kit perceived, when he eaw the door c.pen
againiand a regular army of huge grizzly bears
came umbering out into the ring.
For once in his life he realized that be was
confronted by danger with which no man could
successfully hope to ·cope.
There were six of the bears, and every one of
them huge in size, and judging by their gaunt
appearance, on the verge of starvation.
They were grow ling among themselves, and as
they came forward. the largest of the lot reared
erect.
.
Thunders of applause went up from the
audienc~ as they saw the terrible odds the
young uentile had to contend with. Bertie
Bird, in her box, realized that the brave follow
could never conquer the bears if not properly
armed.
.
Instantly seizing a revolver from the belt of
Pietro, who sat l.oy her side, she threw it into the
ring, behind Cyclone Kit.
So intent was 'the audience in watching the
approaching bears, that the act was not noticed,
even by Pietro lumself, until Kit had possessed
himself of the weapon, and firmly stood his
ground, with the weapon cocked, and ready, in
his grasp.
" Stop I stop I" Don Juan roared, fiercely;
"don't dare to shoot those bears."
. "Shut up, you devil, or I'll shoot you)' Kit
cried, tw-ning upon him so fiercely ttiat the
Prophet d<idged down out of sight, at which
there was a perceptible titter among the spectators.
Immediately, Kit began to run like a deer
around the outer edge of the ring.
The object in this :was to get the bears to
chase him, in which device he was not unsuccessful.
They immediately gave chase, one following
the other in single file, the' big-gest bear leading.
Being an expert runner Kit bad no difficulty
in keeping ahead of. tht!m as long as they made
no " breaks" or " erosscuts."
Two or three cir,.,tits about the ring were
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made, when he suddenly clOled In on the rear
bear, and drove his dirk to the hilt into the top
of his neck; the next instant leaping over him
he attacked the fifth in a like manner, and then
the fourth third and second, amid ohunders of
applause from the electrified spectators!
The whole wonderful acti m had 6ccupied but
an instant of time, with such lightning celerity
did the rlaring beast-killer move and strike!
Ev.en Don Cor.:liz coulJ but stand a\d yell and
chp his h-inds, so strongly did th3 great act impress him.
Every blow had boon deadly fatal, for neither
beaq~ went many step~ after the knife bad been
buried and withdra wn from tile back of their
necks, anrt all dropped dead, ere the- applause
had died out.
Cycl_one Kit did n ot tackle the last and
largest bear in this way, bat leaped to the center of the riug, ml allowed the giant Bruin to
take his own course.
A!ter lumbering around the ring until he
came to his first prost.rated companion, the
monster halted, and reared upon his hind feet
with a ·growl of anger.
Then, seeming to comprehend that Cvclone
Kit had been the author o.f the whof• wme
slaughter, he rushed s<.tvagely after him.
But Kit was after him also !
Firmly standing bis ground he raised his 1'evolver and fired a single shot-then walked over
to one side of the ring and S!l.t down upon one of
the lifeless bears.
\he big bear staggered as he received the
deadly bullet-tottered unsteadily, and then,
l'.»ing his balance, went pll!nging forward to
t.be grouud, from which he never was to rise in
lifo again.
Tbe bullet had pierced his brain, entering
.through one of his eyes!
As soon as the bear was floored, Kit rose,
waved his hand to the audience, and turning to
Don Juan, who stood upon his perch like one
stupefied, he cried out:
"Have you any more live stock you want to
dispose of, ¥,OU holy old brut.e?''
' You will find out!" the Don roared, lea.pin~
forward into the ring. " I'll see whether you
can cope with me now. Guard, bring two good
sword~ at once !"
" All right," responded Kit, evidently pleased
with the turn affairs were taking. "I am good
at hJg-sticking I"
•
,
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come the weapons now. Throw
them on the ground, Pierre, and let the Gentile
take his choice."
The man obeyed, and then departed.
"Pick out yonr weapon!" the Don ordered,
})Dinting to two handsome swords, whioh lay between them. "It is the last weapon you will
ever use; let.it be said you had a choice of the
swords."
"See: I pick out the slenderest blade and
leave you the finer cn'3. Take it, and square
yourself if you wish to fight with a. man, you
miserable old rip!" retorted Kit.
The Don threw off his coat, and se!J:hig the
Hlllaming sword, at once stood on guard. .
' "l....:RE

Kit simply glaneed a~ hill weapon.
The two men then advanced! Only I\ few ·
paces-then the clash! clash! clash! and ring of
steel; the battle had commenced.
Knowing, as they did, that Don Juan Cordi2i
was. a most expert swordsman, the excited
throng ro~ t.o their feet and gazed doWll into
the ring wltn eager ex pectancy.

In the mean time, when the eyes of all were
turned upon the scene in tbe ring below, another
man was alert to the execution of a prearranged
plan.
To reach the private boxes it was necessary to enter a narrow hallway from the street.
Waiting anti!. he saw that every one in the
amphitheater barl no eyes but for the scene in
the' ring, Arthur Carlison slipped from his position on one of the seats and hurriedly left the
building, to rEH"uter it again by way of the hall
and make his way toward the boxes.
"It must be she that is so jealously guarded
in the first private box," be muttered, "since it
is announced that the marriage is to take place
to-night. .And if such is tho case, I've a notion
that the Mormon Prophet will lose his prospective bride!"
A:w"lk up the hallwaybroughthimtothedoor
openin&:_ into the box occupied by Pietro and
Bertie .1:1ird.
The door was not entirely closed, and Carlison was enabled to get a partial view of them
and note t he fact that the attention of both was
directed to the battle going on in the ring 'below, the dwarf at the momebt being in the act ,
of speakmg.
"Oehl shore the Dnn will be af~her gettin'
tha divill" he was saying, evidently addressing
Miss Bertie. "He be a good 'ua wid the sword,
it is true, but divil a wan has he iver tackled of
the loikes of his prisent antagonist."
·
"Would to Heaven that he gets punished, the
brute I" Bertie r eplied, indignantly.
"Och! sorry's the bastin' you'd be afther gettin' did he hear you say thim words. If the
loik'ls of him gets kilt, I suppose you'll be marryin' the loikes of mesiH, me darlint, and escapin' from tbis big-family city!"
"Oh I undoubtedly I" was the sarcastic reply.
"You arP such an improvement on the other
rufH'l.n, that I almost fancy I see myself getting
ready to elope with y ou."
.
" In t hat C'ase, l 'd better prevent such rashness, as you can escape without all that sacrifice!" C11rlison cried, in a low tone, as he stepped
quickly in:o the box and presented a cocked revolver at Pietro's bead. "Miss Bird,. I have
come to r escue you from this living tomb arid
restore you to your rightful position. Will you
go with me!"
"No, she won't do a wan av the loikes, surl"
Pietro protested, frightened and belligerent at
the same time.
" Shut up, or I'll doctor your eye with a. lead
pill if yon raise any disturbance. Keep your
mouth shut and I'll not hurt you. Will you tly
from this place with me, Miss Birdf"
"Ohl no! no!" Bertie gasped, shrinking away,
"I do not know you-you are a stranger to me!
I cannot go with you."
~· !lonsensel let not euch a thing hinder ;rou.
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Lifa..lot1g misery stare.s you in the face, unless
you imprm•e tais opportunity and escape to a
place where I can erplain the mission that
brings me here in search of you. If you delay,
you are lost, for the marriage ceremony is announced to take place immediately after the
duel."
" But how do I know you are speaking the
trutM How do I know but what you are trying
1n lure me into some terrible trap?" Bertie demanded, suspiciously.
"You hav& my word of honor as a gentleman,
dear lady, that I mean well for you."
Bertie was silent for a moment, her eyes at tracted to the scene in the ring below, where
the antagonists we:e doing some light fencingJ
neither one of them appearing to have gainea
an ad\•antage over the other.
" How would we escape without danger of being retaken?'' she finally asked, turning to Carlison. "This bloodhound of the Don will give us
trouble."
'
"Not the least whatever. He will go right
1
a ong with us until w~ are safe out of hearing,
then we'll send back word by him to the Don to
the effect that 'there's many a slip 'twixt the
cu i and the lip.' Como, sir, rise and proceed
quietly a few paees in advance of us, or I'll kill
you quicker than scat, and escape with Miss .Bird
in the bargain."
• "Holy murther :" Pietro exclaitrea, as he
a.r°"", with evident unwillingness; "d'ye think
tha loikes av me a fooH I'll be dacent, av course
I will!"
: "Se that you are!" Carlison said, warningly.
" Come, Miss Bird-now's our time, before we
arediscovered." ,
With evident reluctance Bertie obeyed, following Carlison; and the trio hurried down the
ball and out into the night.
At the door Carlison fal'ed Pietro about, and
said:
"Now, sir, the likeliest thing you can do is
get back to tht> place you start.ed from-the box
-in the quickest and quiet.est manner you know
how. I shall listen bere;at tbe door until I bear
you safely there. If you try any funny business,
you're a dead man."
Pietro uttered a grunt, and made haste to
obey. He was an arrant coward at heart when
it came to hi~ own safety, and was glad to escape thus easily.
Car!ison watched him until he disappeared,
then he turned quickly to Bertie, who stood
near by.
"Oomel" he exclaimed; "we must run for it
now, ere the Irishman raises the alarm and the
Mormons give cbase;" and be seized her arm and
pulled her swiftly along.
" Where are you going to take mer_: Bertie
~asped, many misgivings for her safety a5S1l-il1Ilfi her.
'To a safe retreat I to-day discovered within
the l..'Onfines of this gulch, We cannot leave by
either secret pass to-night, for tbe reason that
both passes are doubly guarded. Do not fearwe shall safely elude the pnrsuit, if pursuit is
made."
Bow true this was, whether to believe it or
D,ot, poor Bertie did not know. She had started
t'01'th with him, and must !ollow his guidance
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until it was t,oo Iat.e or until he had prono himself her friend.
As fast as was possible he hurried her alongi
and in due time they came to the chaparra
tbicket, wbjcb 61led up the upper end of the
gukh ll'nd made 1t almost impassable.
Into this jungle Carlison led the way.
So thick was -the growth tbat it was1mpo88ible
to make rapid progress, but finally tbey came to
a sort of opening or glade, where the roll of
falling water rear.bed tlleir ears.
In front of tbem was a waterfall o:Lcons!derable width and hight, pourin~ down from over
a rocky ledge on the mountam-side into a deep
basin, from which it escaped by way of the
channel that ran down through the length of
the locked valley. Directly across the receiving
basin of the waterfall was a fallen tree. It was
a large, Jong pine, tbat bad evidently been down
some years, aud one end of it was bidden from
view under the falls, as Bertie could see, dark
as it was.
Car!ison immediately drew an immense
rubber blanket from undel' a rock near at
band,
" Our snug retreat for the present is behind·
those falls," he said, " and to reach it I shall
have to carry you across tbat log in under the
falls. To accomplish it, I shall have to raise
you in my arms, and we shall have to have the
blanket, which I broug1t with me from th~
East, over our heads, to save getting wet. It
will take but a second to pass through the sheet
of water, when we once get to it, so don't be
afraid,"
He raLo.ed tbe bewildered girl in his strong
arms, and then pulled the huge waterproof over
their beads and wrapped it around them.
Then st.epping upon the Jog, in a few moments
he disappeared with his charge in under the
falls,
As be bad told Bertie, it took but a second to·
dart through the thin sheet of wat.er, but it was
an awful second to the terrified girl.
Carlison set her on her feet and threw off the
blanket wbicb bad shielded them.
All was Stygian gloom, but after fumbling
around a moqient, Carlison lit a match, and
then a pine knot, wbich he thrust into a crevice
in the rocky wall at one side.
Now that the scene was illuminated, Bertie
could see that they were in the mouth of a large
cave, that yawned just beneath the falls. It bed
evidently been washed cut by water at some remote period, and ran back into the mountain for
a considerable distance.
There wes no furniture whatever, pro-Ying
that the place had not been used as a resort.
"Well, hc,w do you like the looks of the retreat? Do you imagme they will find us here?"
Carlison asked, a smile upon bis face.
"Not unless Juan Cordiz knows of the place,
or the bloodhounds trail us." she replied. ' How
long am, I to ~y here, sir!"
" Until I can make satisfactOl:'y arrangements
to leave the town," was the reply. "I reckon
we are safe frorr; Mormon vengeance, and I
shall not make a move until I can make a sure
one."
"But what do you inttmd re do with me, sir,
after you make this sure move you speak of!''
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What say you-if I i;p,are you am I to haTe the
freedom of the town1'
"No-never!" Cordiz gritted, struggling to
get up-but he might as well have made no
effort at all. because the foot of the Gentile
giadiator held him firmly down, until he ceased
his struggles, when Kit stepped to one side, and
allowed him to arise.
"Now, sir!" he cried. "get your sword, and
come at me. It is either you or I now I Thi~
is no country subject to monarchy-I allow
there ain't no locked kingdoms where a fellow
hasn't tbe right to go, if he chooses-and, therefore, we shall see whether I haven't the right to
star. here in Gold-Flake!"
' Ye~, we will sro!" Juan roared, picking up
his blade. "I'm ruler of this town.; and when I
say a man cannot stay or depart, 1 reckon my
word is law."
With a cry of rage, he rushed forward, and
steel once more met steel, with rapid ringing
clashes.
Thrust, parry, feint; there was now no child's
play about the skilled and scientific fencing.
Dead Parnest were the two antagonists, each
evidently intent upon laying the other out.
The spectaters watched with feverish interest
-their whole minds and souls seeming to be
centered in the scene below them.
Clash! clash I clash!
Then a cry of mortal pain, as Juan Cordiz
staggered back, while at the same moment Cyclone Kit turned and strode from the ring and
out of the amphitheater, his sword ready for
use upon any one who should presuma to blockade his way.
.
There were no cheers, this time, until the
gladiator was gone; then a feeble applause went
up, but quickly died out.
Don Juan still lay where be had fallen, and it
looked quite evident that Gold-Flake had lost,
or was aoout to lose its Prophet and ruler.

Bertile demanded, facing him, and gazing at
him inquiringly.
"Well, that depends somewhat upon circumstances," be repli.ed, with a mockin~ coolness of
demeanor that made the blnod chill rn her veins;
"it depends altogether on circumstanecs, my
dear. If you agree to marry me when we get
once into civilized parts1 we shall go immediately East, to take possess10n of an immense fortune that bas fell jointly to you and me by '1be
recent death of your uncle. Instead of becoming
the fifth or sixth wife of a Mormon, you trn1.st
become the first wife of a fentleman- that's me,
Arthur Carlison, Esquire.'
CHAPTER IX.
WHO THE VICTOR WAS.

LET us return to the ring in the amphitheater.
For nearly half an hooc had the two ~ladia

tors confronted each other and fenced in a way

that indicated their thorough acquaintance with
the sword exercise. For a time it looked as if
they were too well matched for anything but a
draw duel ·
But to an observing. outsider it would have
become apparent that the Don was getting out
of "wind," but Kit appeared just as fresh as
when he commenced, and if anything, more
·
agile and limber.
"Come! come!" be said, as he perceived that
the spectators were growing impatient for a
break in the monotony, "are you not going to
.fnlfill your promise to the people? 'rhey are
getting tired of having to wait so long to soo
you kill me, as you declared your intention to
be."
" Never foo.r ! I'll kill you yet!" the Prophet
in:owled, savagely, as he made a fierce lunge.
11 Youd-"
He never finis bed the utteranc.,, at least not
at that juncture, for Cyclone parried his blow
with a powerful stroke which wrenclled the
Don's weapon from his grasp and sent it flying
half-way across tha ring, leaving him defenseless.
Tha next instant he received a crack alongside
his head, from the flat of Kit's sword that tumbled him upon his back with surprising quickness.
Placing his foot on the Don's breast, Cyclone
Kit held his sword ready to finish the job before
him.
·
A thunder of applamse broke from the audience. They had of one accord exp6Cted a different termination; they were astonished at the
prowess of this Gentile stranger; they could
bnt give vent to their admiration of his wonderful skill.
" Mercy!" Don Juan gasped, glaring up into
the face of his antagonist.
"Hal you beg for merc.v, do you?" Kit replied. "Do you think you have got enough?"
"I should not beg for quarter if I did not,"
was the gruff replv.
,
"Well, sir, when I have your promise that I
can remain at liberty in your toWn as long as
I please, unmolested, and come and go when I
please, you can reasonably consider that 1 shall
spare your life, for the present. Otherwise, you
can rise and grasp your sword, and believe .I
shall not let up on you so easily, a second t_~·

The sensation day in Gold-Flake bad fairly
dawned, the morning after the gladiatorial con-

I test.P eople were wildly excited.

Upon a bed, in his mansion, Juan Cordiz lay;
I a helpless and mortally wonnded man'-so said
the advices sent forth by the only doctor in the
town, who had ordered that the Prophet be left
in perfect quiet.
Roaming about the town with as much apparent unconc;ern as though he had been guilty of
no offense was Cyclone Kit.
He made no advances to anybody-spoke to
nobody unless they spoke to him, and, armed to
the t!'Eltb, seemed perfectly at ease as to his personal safety.
This, too, in face of the fact that the town
was in literally a boiling state of commotion.
People of both sexes were gathered in knots,
here and there engaged in excited discussions,
as was evident 6v the wild gesticulations they
made; a crowd of tbe same was constantly entering and leaving the temple; but what it all
meant, Cyclone Kit made no attempt to pry into, as he believed it did not concern him.
About noon he chanced to meet Queen Cordia
near the chaparral, in the vicinity of whieh Jnl
was strolling.
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She put on & pleasant smile, and stopped to
speak to him.
" You did nobly in furtherance of my p,lans,
last night," she said. enthusiastically. ' I am
getting my trap ready to spring at a moment's
notice. Why didn't you kill him, and have done
with itr•
"That was not ruy intention!" Kit replied.
" I wanted to make him suffer as be mad., another suffer-the inhuman brute. Do theJ'
think he will peg ouU"
"So the doctor r eports. Probably be is right.
I, as one of his wives, ca.n say I heartily hope
so. You kn.ow this man, before coming here,
tbenr'
" By reputation only. A year ago, if you r emember, bis Danites attacked a small emigrant
train, and murdered every one except a beautiful girl, named Lily Lee, and her brother. The
girl was brought here, together with her brother and both were brutally treated by Juan
Coi7cbz-the girl so brutally that she died, while
the boy succeed.id in escaping, and lived long
enough to tell m.3 of their wrongs. He also told
me that be bad made the discovery that this
same Juan Cordiz bad been a former rejected
suitor of his merober, and that was the rea!ion
why Cordi!! had caused them to sufi'er such inhuman treatment. The dead girl had previously been an intim..te acquaintance of mine, and
on bearing of her sad fate I swore vengeance
on the Don, and set out to accomplish it. How
well I have succeeded you have seen, and you
probably recall the particular instance of the
Don's ridlianism, which I have been speaking of?"
Queen nodded, with a shudder.
"l shall never forget it, or the poor victim,"
she said, a tear springing into either eye, " ani
I must beg leave to admire you for avenging
her wrongs. Do you know where Bertie Bird
isr'
'
"No. Is she goner• Kit asked quickly.
"Yes. Nothing has been seen of her or tbe
Irishman, whom thti Don called Pfotro, since
they occupied a box at the amphitheater last
night. There is evid<:>ntly foul play somewhere."
" l am sorry to hear this. It is certain that
she is not within the confines of the gulch
basin1"
"It is certain"Sbe bas not left 1 it. The guards
were doubled last night, but deny any knowledffe of her whereabouts."
She must be somewhere in concealment
then."
·
"That is hardly probable, as the Don bas
ordered every known place of concealment
searched, but nothing of her bas been found."
"Humph! It is singular. I should have
liked to see the girl."
"And why so? What was she to your' Queen
askwJ quickly.
"' N".f.ihJ.ng to me in particular, except that I
was ooi:.<:.<!:rned in her welfare by promise to another."
" Ha! you are the agent of the witch of the
mountains, then?" the young woman accused.
" Well yes, inasmuch as 1 promised to rescue
her daughter for her, if I could do so. I should
prewme tha~ you are not JIOil8elNd of a friwfily
epirtt fu'l'l'Urd the girI."
.
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"You a.re right; I bate her worse than poison!" Queen cried, her dusky eyes flashing fl.re.
" She has aLout the same amount of affection
for me."
"Why is this dislike for each other, may I
askr'
"Obi 1 don't know, more than that it is a sort
of natural re.p ugnance. And then, too, before I
married the Don, we both were in love with a
young prisoner of the Don's, and grew to
more thoroughly dislike each other through
jealousy."
" I guess you are of a pr&tty jealous and
changeable temper," Kit remarked, a little sarcastically. " By the way, what do you think
· the opimon of the people is toward me-what
ll.l'.e their intentions?"
"My people are favorable; they are willing
that you sbonld command them in the cayal'ity
of leader, in their proposed msurrection,\ m case
you nre willing to accept one provision,
"And what may that beY"
"This. After taking possession of the gulch,
they propose to elect a mayor to the town, who
sbali have the power of governing, making laws
and appointing officers, the same as though we
were. a State by ourselves. They are, after
noting your g;reat prowess last night, willing to
elect you as thPir leader, providing you marry
and thus prove your faith and intention o~ remaining as their representative."
. Kit laughed.
The idea was both preposterous and funny to
him~the more so, perhaps, because he had no
idea whatever of helping either party fight
their battles, or of remaining longer in tho
gulch than was necessary to accomplish the remainder of his mission-the finding of Bertie
Bird.
" Well," he observed, " I must say your party
have a gooj way of cutting and drying things
to suit their 01vn conveuienre. Whom may
thel have selected for my bride to bet"
' No one less than their present leader, myself!" the Mormon's wife declared unblushingly.
"It is their opinion that our combined business
tact would work together harmoniously, and I
am sure-I-I-"
"You wouldn't have any objections to marryinr, me, eh?" Kit finished with a smile.
'Exactly I" Queen assented. "Pardon any
seeming boldness on my part-I simply mean
business."
"Ob, yes; so I perceive. Well, in reply, it
will be only business-like of me to tell you that
I could never enter into a transaction of that
kind!"
"You would not, you mean!" she replied, a
little sternly.
"I cannot!" Kit replied. "I have other arrangements made for my future which I could
not set aside were 1 ever so much inclined to
fa v'or your plans."
"Which you are not-that is plain to me. I
see the whole thing now-you have another in
view, and also a witch's reputed boarCled fortune. Ob! Cyclone Kit, that shall never be,
take my word for it,!"
" You tal:i: foolis.bly .._my dear woman. Were
I of a mind to marry "6rtia Bird, as you hint,
!_.!!!,.ould undoubtedly do l!O, without askirrg your
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perm:r.ion I" :rm replied, oooDy. "I will bid yon

a pleasant good-Oay, ma'am I"

And be turned and walked back t.oward the

t.own, Queen Cordiz followini. at a distance,
her pretty face assuming some remarkably ugly

expressions, to say tbe least.
"We shall see,'' she muttered, fiercely. "I
will devote the best days of my life but what
I'll wm you, by fair means or foul-what care
I, which way sinee my young life has been
wrecked to nil goo•l by this Mormon monster,
Juan Cordiz1 They who have heretofore knowu
Queen a s a simple wayward child, shall find her
suddenly developed into a powerful and strongbauded woman!"
And ~udging by her angry appearance, she
m eant every word of it.
" ADLI as for the girl, Bertia Bird I'll l!ee t.o
it that sae don't get into Cyclone Kit's path.
Onoe before she was my rival, and lived to tell
of it, but as true as I live, she shall not triumph
a second time. Ob.! nol nol no!"
Cyclone }{it went hack int.o the town, and
stopped in at the saloon to geu a cigar. As be
stood leaning against the bar, Alf Legree and
Coyote Jake entered and called for drinks.
After they.had finished, Legr~ turned grufliy
to Cyclone, his face grim and ugly in i~ expreslrion:
"Wem" he · said, inte1Togatively, "hev ye
heer'd the news?''
"It depends altogether on what the aforesaid
news may be,'' Kit replied, blowing out a cloud
of. smoke.
"It's about the Prophet - he's jest .about
breatbin' his last I" the ruffian said.
"Thi.t
means you're a-"
"Victor-not a murderer,'' Kit declared, anticipating him.
"That's what's the matter. You're a cuss on
wheels-leasthow. that's what the hull caboodle
o' Mormons say; elders and all, and the 've.
convened, and put their beads together, an' I've
been detailed to read you the result!"
And with these words, uhe "bully" man of
Gold-Flake drew a roll of manuscript from bis
pocket, unfolded it with an air of importance,
-and mounting a chair close by, cleared bis
throat, waved his band, to enjoin silence and
began:
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"'lo Whom It May Oonc•1·tt :" Wher;as, in the course of human events, it be-

comes a people, &Jld tbose people adherents to the
Mormon faith, 11!1 be represented by a leader or
Prophet, who is of exceeding divinity, grace aud
power or personal prowess, and.. Whereas, it bas become the will of the Great
Ruler that 011.r beloved Prophet and Ruler, Juan
Cor<liz, should be smitten down and taken off, by
the hand of an assassin, and•
" Whereas, it becomes our duty as a ~ople to be
n~t without a form of government, in these days of
sorrow, sin and treachery:
".Agreed, that we did assemble a.nd convene, In
body, at the Temple in the town of Gold-Flake, in
commnnio11, u OH pesou, and mw the followins:
resolutlolll to wm .
;:"Iluotwtl, that, MYilli ~ea l>Oroft 6f Qur Prop

aad goYernlngoftioer, through the med111mot 4...-.,
and agreed that the town and people'11 ln\ereeta ~
Ing In need of a guiding and protecting ba.nd to ftll
the place of the one ju•t stricli:en down" Besolwd, that we elect a new Prophet and GoT·
ernor to fill the vacancy. And, an inventory of the
worthy men of the town having been made, and
their general good and bad pointsbaving been presented and discussed.. Resolver!, that out /:Jt the entire lot, no man is 10
admirably ti ted far the position as he who adheres
to the name of Cyclone Ki$, and further" Resolved, that such being the case, and he the
evident choice of the people. that we pronounce
him Prophet of the Gold·Flake Mormon Church,
and Governor-Mayor of the Mormon Statft and town
of Gold-Flake.
(Sipe<i)
Tll ; Pl:OPLS."
" Thar:__how d'ye like tbe taste of that, my
huckleberry I" Legree cried, as be finished.
"Didn't expect tewbe treated tewsech a picnic,
did ye!"
"Well, hardly, if you denominate such a proc~ing a 'picnic, " 1 Kit replied.
"Tbey"r&
evidently all buckmg up the wrong tree, concerning your bumble servant. I'm not an officer of any faction, whatever, nor am I a candidate therefor l"
~
"Ob! you won't step into a fat office like
that, eh 1 Well, in thet case ye ain't got so eoft ·
a snap, after all," Legre.e declared.
"For instance1 here's a few words on the
p'int, which I diau't read:
"In cas., 1 the party hereby elected by us. 3h&ll
refuse to perform the duties customary with his
predecessor, or shall at any time attempt, unlawfully, to escape from the town, a jury selected from
the elders shall be impanneled, and he shall be adjudged guilty of misdemeanor, and sentenced to
death, in wllatsoever way said' Elders may decide."
" Tb.at sounds better-more business-like, you
see," Kit retorted, in bis sarcastically cool way.
"And now, my ferocious-looking 'supe,' that
you have exhausted so much of yonr wind in behalf of your muchly-ma.rried Mormon fnends
you can have the priTIJ.ege of exhausting another
stock in apprising them that I shall neither play
up Brigham for them, nor burden myself with a
number of wives; more, I shall remain in the
gulch as long as I please, a;id leave it whenever
I please !"
Then, with his usual composure, the gladiator
turned on bis heel and sauntered out int.o the
gulch once more.
Here he wandered about during the remainder of tbe day, keeping bis eyes saarply about
him, and wondering bow it all would terminate.
He had now refused to side with two different
parties, and had thereby incuJTed their enmity.
It would be but natural, then, that they should
lay traps for bis capture. Once they secured
him, harsh .measures would most likely be
adopted.
But, though the same commotion was perC'eptible about the town all day long-the same
groups of people here and there, and men hurrying to and fro, Kit could not see that they
were making any hostile demonstrations toward
him.
Just before sunset he resolved to make a tour
around the edge of the valley, and a thorr.ugh
examination thereof, to ascertnin whether or
""t be could find the eeent exit from the pocket
"..~ tbau. the one by w1:>1ch '3~ hid ente.rad.

Detective Josh Grim.
That thla aecond trail e::ds11ed was beyond qneF.t~OJ1Lbllt aa yet he bad not come acroa itB

~i;aning-point.

A thorough inspection of the first or rigbtha.nd side, :resuiw in no disco"Yery, except - that
he came aross the place where began the stone
stairway, which ascended through the rocks to
the Phantom Acre above.
Two rough-looking fe!Jo\lfs guarded the arched
entrance to the stairway, who gavA Kit an ugly
look as he approached, but he walked <ip without paying any attention to them.
He soon came to the chaparral jungle in the
lower end of the gulch, similar to that in the
upper end where the falls were located. Searching about, he soon found a narrow path along
the bank of the stream, which penetrated into
the heart of the thicket.
Following its cou.""Se he soon came to the
mountain end of the g;tlchin that direction, and
likewise -into a small dearing in the thicket.
Before hlDl the rapid stream rushed dowu unJer the base of the mountain through a black,
tunnel-like hole of considerable size, there being
· enough space in the tunnel alongside the stream
for a wagon-track, which had evidently already
been improved.
'Fhis then was the avenue by which the Mormons found their egress anJ •ntrance, when
Old Meg, the witch, was laboring under the
supposition that she had until recently held the
only pass herself. The one before Cyclone Kit
had evide11tly been in use a number of years.
This was not the only discoverv that the sharp
eyes of Cyclone Kit made.
Lying upon the ground in the clearing, not
far from the tunnel entrance, were two dead
men-ruffianly-looking fellows who had been
sbot through the temple.
Near by, per ched composedly upon a bowlder,
and engaged in gnawing some meat from a
bone, was a skinny, withered-up little old man,.
wbo looked as if a good wind would blow him
away. In face he was wrinkled and shriveled,
with a big mouth, hook nose and little black
eyes, which peered out from under a pair of
shaggy overhanging brows .• His face was barren
of beard, and bis hair wa.~ long, shaggy and
tow-colored.
His clothes were of the commonest description,
and his only arms consisted of a revolver and a
repeating rifle.
Kit came to a 'halt, and surveyed the fellow
naITowly.
"Did you kill those men?" Kit demanded,
pointing to the bodies.
"Yas, strangPr, I rather calculate I did, ef
old Vermont knows herself, an' what's more,
I'm !iahle to fix ye tne •ame way if ye come any
o' yer bulldozin' 'round me," was the reply, in a
sharp 1.msal voice.
· "Oh! don't get, in a fe,·er on my account,"
Kit answered composedly. "I am not liable to
hurt you unless you get obnoxious."
. "Ob, ye do11't say! Well, young man, that's
good of you, an' ef I didn't remember your cool,
independent ways from boyhood !•should be indined to be offended."
Kit S)lrveyed the man a second time in astonishment'.
"~ou know me!'' he exelaimed, incredulously.

" Well, I reckon I do," the shriveled-up in di.
vidual declared. •· You look jest al! nattRre.1 es
ye used to, by gum. b'pec(you dou't know me,
ehf Rather a hard-lookin' old crow-tail, I know,
but then., I'm all here, what's left o' me."
"No, 1 do not know yen-never saw you that
I remember of before to-dey, anrl I pre•ume you
are mistaken about knowing me."
"Not in the least. Y ou are Cleve Carlison,
as natural as life, except for your long hair,
goatee and fronti er att ire."
Cyclone Kit uttered a surprised e~aculation.
"And who in blezes are you!' b& gasped,
approaching nearer to the superannuated st.ranger.
,
"I am Josh Grim 1 at your service-formerly
ycur father's family wrvant, confidant an&
f1iend, but now of the Boston detective force."
Cyclone Kit went forward and extended hi:i
hand heartily.
" I believe I have heard my father speak pt
you-and speak well too-prior.to his death, but
I do not remember your face. What in the
world brings you so far from Boston?"
·
"Business, sir-business, to the backbone,"
Joshua replied, taking a chew of tobacco. "Ostensibly to find two heirs to a fin e fortune-in
reality to find the 1<ame and also a noted crim, inal. You may pos.~ihly have known him, since
it was be who caused your departure westward,
ho!"
"What! Arthur-my brother!"
" The same." .
"Well, this is news, indeed. Of what has he
been guilty, prayf"
"Ohl a good many things. In the first place,
and most important, be is a murderer!"
Cyclone Kit staggered at this, and turned
pale.
" My God I I never thought he'd come to
that I" be said.
"And why not1 A man mean enough to
charge forgery u pon bis only brother, in order
tbat he might win his brother's promised wifea man like that, sir, is ca.pahle uf any crime."
Cyclone Kit bowed his head in acknowledgment of the fact, a bard expression coming over
his face.
"I never heard how that came out," he said.
"Arthur and I had had a dispute, a few days
before tbe blow came, during which I had occasion to knock him down, for slandering Maggie. He swore dire vengeance on my bParl, but
I laughed at him. But I al7oke to my mistake
a few eights later, when, while standing at the
depot, a friend came and told me that father's
name had been forged in a large sum; tbat it
was in my style of chirography, and that Arthur bad openly accused me of it, and the officers were bunting for me. In one single moment I foresaw the disgrace that must follow r
.whether I wern proved guilty or no. I shrunk
,from disgrace; I jumped aboard the tram, and
forever turned roy back upon our home, of
which I have never heard since. l suppose,
however, that Maggie married Arthur, because
she all the time rather favored him."
"Yes, poor fool, she married the infernal rascal and got her pay for it. He &busecLher like
a pirate, and finally capped the climax by kill•
ing her, because she made oath before et>Ul.'t
)
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that he was guilty of the forgery, instead of
you. How be escaped, I do not know, being in
Boston at the time, but escape he did, and I was
telegrapbed for and put on bis track."
"It will not be well for him ever to run
across my ' trail!" Cyclone Kit said, "for, even
though he is my brother, he shall find me his
deadly enemy!"
"Presumedly, if I don't happen to nab him
first and bounce him back to Bosting."
"But, you don't expect to find him in this
confounded hole'I"
"Well, I do. l trailed him like a fox, and
am satisfied he is in this very Mormon town."
"You must be mistaken. I have seen nothin?, of him."
'Well, that matters not. I'll tell you why I
think he is here!"
And then Grim went on to relat.e, in substance, if not exactly word for word, ';he same
story of the Mather will-also that he believed
Arthur Carlison bad come to Gold-Flake for the
purpose of securing Bertie Bird, aud winning
her by representing Cleve Carlison as dead, or
by force, if by no other means."
"And the rascal is evidently here, then!"
Kit cried, excitedly, "for Bertie Bird suddenly
disappeared last night, and has not yet been
found."
" That settles it! Arthur Carlison is the
man who has her," the detective said, emphatically. "H he bas escaped from this hole, he may
elude us."
"But, in event of his securing the girl and
inducing her to marry him, what can that acqnisition possibly avail him? He could not go
back to the scenes of his former crimes without
running the risk of arrest."
"No; but he probably has some plan in view,
whereby be can arrange matters-for instance,
like growing out his beard and passi ng himself
ell as you, which, though a bold atte'mpt, he
could probably do, as you look alike as two
peas, with the exception of a few items which
could be remedied. He is a great scbem ~r,
and any scheme is not too good for him to execute."
At this juncture, further conversation was
interrupted on that subject by the sound of approaching footsteps, and a moment later sevoral
rough-looking men entered the glade, at the
head of whom was Alf Legree, looking as fierce
as was his wont.
"Hello!" he cried, with an oath, as he beheld
Kit and Josh Grim, and at the same time the
dead guards.
"I thought we'd better look here for you, my
festive gladiator, at which point it becomes me
to arrest you in th~ name of the law for the
murder of Juan Cord1z!"
CHAPTER XI.
JOSH ADOPTS A SIX-IN-HAND.
THE announcement was made in a peremptory manner, but did not seem to affect Cyclone
Kit, wbose revolvers were cocked and ready in
his hands the moment he caught sight of the
men. And Josh Grim was not slowio grabbing
up his nfle on the defensi-ve.
" You an probably hunting for another per-

SQnl" Kit said, as 1.Je surveyed Legroo and tho
Danites, coolly. "I am not a murderer and
you cannot try me as such. I met Juan Cordi?.
fairly, at the point of the sword, after first hav··
ing mastered the beasts he turned loose on me
' -I had him down, once, and offered to make
terms when he plead for mercy, but he refused,
wben I gave him another show for his life, and
a dig in the side. Is he dead'I"
"No, not yet, but since you have refused to
assume his place, at the head of the people, they
have resolved to arrest you and treat you the
same as any common murderer. Until th" Don
dies, you will not be hung."
"I am of that same opinion myself," Kit retorted. " I am not even a prisoner yet, and I
doubt if I ever am taken by such a looking gang
as you. You'd better ·go back and get re-enforcements."
"What! do you mean to say that you will
n<'t surrender'/" Legree demanded, evidently
surprised.
·
"That's the very ticket I vote, you bet!" Kit'
responded. " There's not enough man-meat in
your whole crowd to capture one side of me.
Seeing is believing, and you have seen my caliber; so you'd better. let up, while you've a
chllnce. If you were to get into a fight with
me, you'd need a, fine tooth com.b to rake togetber your remnants, after the trouble is over."
Legree and the other ruffians exchanged
glances. Evident it was they had none too
much .confidence as to how such a battle would
result, aft.er having seen Kit's prow€ss in the
rinp. the night before.
' We ain't so sure about thet ar' matter,"
Legree retorted, gruffly. "We've orders-from
the people, to nab and cage you, and we aiu'1l
liab'Je to get bluffed out of our purpose!"
"Then sail in, and take the consequences,
I've given you fair warning," Kit answered.
"Jrn;hua, you are with me, are you not1"
•·Clean up to my cravat!" the Yankee detec'tive .assented, a dangerous twinkle in his eyes.
"Count me a <luzen, at least, as I'm purticular
death on Mormons!"
" We'll see!" Legree yelled. " Forward, boys
-llt ~em hard!"
And the Danites sprung forward with yells.
Crack! bang! crack! bang! The reports of
firearms awakened tbe echoes of the approaching evening, and sent them reverberatiRg
through the walled basin.
Alf Legree paid the penalty of his folly before
he had taken half a dozen steps. A bullet from
Grim's repeating rifle effectually settled his aocounts, as far as 'this world was concerned.
Coyote Jake immediately took the lead, and
rushing on, weapons were clubbed in a desperate hand-to-band conflict.
It is hi;rhly prob• b~e that the conflict would
have resulted disastrously for the Ddnites, bad
not reinforcements come to their as.~istance,
' when they were beginning to stagger anrl waver
under the fierce attack of Grim and Kit, in the
shape of a dozen Mormon citizens, who of cour!!le
sided in with the Danites, and in a jiffy our two
defenders were surrounded and overpowered by
sheer force of numbers.
Struggle as best they could, Kit and the detective were secu"'ly bound, hand and foot.

I
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Their feet, however, were released by order of stances you would be subject t.o a l!eiltence of
Coyote Jake, and they were marched toward the dl•ath. As it is, --you will be grantAl<i a fate
Mormon town amid hoots of. victory from their altogether different 11nd bett.er. You will have
capt.ors.
to become a Mormon amongst us, and your first
As they entered the village a mob of the Mor- initiation will be t.o marry at once. Tbo late
mon believers lined the street, and bowltd, Elder Grimes, who died recently, left behind
screeched, and shook tbeir fists threateningly.
him six young and buxom wives-all workers,
"We're in for a picnic now," Kit remarked too-who would be glad to bitch up in the
to the detective, who w11s marched beside him. matrimonial harness again."
"They're r 'iled enough to st.ring us up at once,"
"Jee-beeswax! Ef that'll settle the thing.
"I don't believe they'll go as far as that,'' jest trot out yer stock, an' I'll couple-up, you
- Grim replied.
·
bet, providin' they're goo<l-lookin'."
And he.was right. They were taken dire<'t to
"Then, Mr. Gnm, come right along with me.
the temple and put under guard, on separate and you shall see fnr yourself," Jones S11id, cutsides of the builcting, after which the majority ting the detective's bonds. "When you arn
of the crowd took their departure.
W€dded you will be a full-fledged Mormon and
People came in and out for awhile during th!L .. entitled to tte privileges of a fully established
evening, but about midnight they ceased their citizen."
calls, and all was quiet until morning.
And so Josh left the temple in company with
'.l'he two guards who kept watch over Cyclone the elder.
Kit, and the same number who guarded Grim,
Once be was a Mormon, be argued to himself,
were wide awake and vigilant the whole night. be wo.uld have a better chance to work. That.
In the morning, relief guards were sent to take of course~, was bis only object in joining the
their place, and they brought the news that Mormou~it would di>arm them of sus1 icion
Juan Cordiz wns still alive, but sinking fost, and aud enmity, and l!ive him liberty to do what be
bad expresSfld a wisn to see Cyclone Kit hanged could toward finding Bertie Bird, and rescuing
before he died.
·
Cy<'lone Kit from bis impending peril.
_
Kit heard the report with reaming indifferSoon after leaving the temi-Ie they came to a
ence.
group of six women, who were huddled together
"I presumP, according to that, I will have a conversing P.Xcitedly, and evidently expecting
speedy trial," he said to the guard who bad the new cat<-h the elcler bad in tow.
granted the information.
·
They ranged in age from twenty to forty
"You'll not be apt to get any trial at all!" years, were dressed alike in calico, and there
was the gruff response. "I reckon they'll string was not one of the sextett.e, who was not beastly
you up without ado."
homely.
During the early part of the forenoon one of
Grim's heart sunk within him in utter borrnr,
the elders entered the temple and approached as the elder paused and waved bis band to'-"ard
Josh Grim, who sat with his bead bowed jn his them; he wondered what would oo his fat<',
h&nds.
should be not be able t.o get out of this sc·ra pe
The eider's name was J ones; he was a bard, into which be was about thrusting bis neck1
cruel, selfish-looking man, who appeared better The thought was appalling.
capable of conducting a massacre than a meet"There they are, sir-they're all yours as I
ing or revival
hereby pronounce you man and wives!" Jonea
Grim looked up as be approached, bis withered announced.
"What do you think of them,
count.enance wearing a doleful expression.
J osbua1"
.
"Well, sir," the elder began, sternly, "V'hat
"Ob Lord! 1-1 don't know!" Josh answered,
have you t-0 say for yourself'/"
hi~ teeth chattering. "1-1 wish I was back
"Nothing I nary a gol-darned thing .., J osh selling lightning rods."
responded, with bis genuine Yankee twang.
"A little timid you see," the elder observed
"I'm like the bny who eat a bushel of dried ap- to the women, ••but he'll soon bre.ak in and be
plesi_<:>ver in Vermont; I bain't a word to say." as giddy as a Y?ung· butterfly; ~be!'.!, you want
"well, sir, we shall see about that. Who are to look out for him. or he'll be ormgmg home a
you-what is your business here?''
seventh Mrs. Grim, for you six to nourish and
"My name--whv it's Jmhua Grim. Eskwire, sur.port in luxury and elegance."
from Bosting, an' I'm a!!;enf fer tber Nonpareie
'Never!" the six women said in a chorus-so
Ligbtninl!,' Ro<l Company, t y jingo. and you bet forcibly, that the shock of their utterance made
tbar ain't another rod inv ~nted that can tech Josh feel light-beaded in the extreme.
within forty-rods o' ourn, ou wardin' off light"You bet!" he chimed in, believing it the besti
Din'."
_
policy to keep on the right side of the squad,
"It so, why did you take sides with yonder until be could give them the slip. "I ain't anxoutlaw, and help to kill off several of our best ions to shoulder over half a dozen, jest now, till
men?''
--..
I get; the nack o'. supportin' 'em."
"Waal, ye see, I didn't know which was
"I gue.--s you're Jevel-bea,d<>d on that rerrc,
\ wrong, an' which wal! right, an' so I chipped in young man," Jones declared; "and now l'd adwi' ther weakest side. Tbem's my sentimen~ vise you to get a rum an' shovel, on' go to work
I'd '1elo ' ' ·
· H r- -~ ·
Jt lick a on the flats, <'own yonder, in order to get
' ' · -- ' ~..,,.. , _" to buy edibles fur your large
' - sun.,.

~1

raw-bon'ld feminine, with much of the the. ould Turk tha' c.a.lled Don Juan, he wouldn't
let me leave, an' ma.de me act the. loik1!11 of hia
buil-<iog in her face.
'Keerectl" Josh agreed
He was sarvant, an' called me Pietro. An' d'ye know,
only too glacl to get off so easily. 'I'll be with the. worst of all, he called me an Iia.lian, tba
you at six P. 11., honey!"
bloody thafel" ·
Then, he meandered off, at no mean sort or a.
" And so y ou're hiding from him for that,
pace, and procuring the necssary implements, ehr'
be 1et to work with a. number of other miners,
"Divil a bit! Faith, be set me to guaard the
on the gulch bottom, at the outer edge of the girrul, the nther ntght, an' a. feller wid blud in
Tillage, on the bank of the creek.
bis eye walked off wid her, lea.vin' me nothin' to
He worked st.eadily through the day, finding do but go back to the Don an' git kilt ontirely,
the "pay-dirt" very rich, and while la.boring, or hide away. So I've been scroochin' in here
kept a 'Veather-eyeou.t to see if he were watched. ever since, an' I'm as hungry as the shadow av a
Once or twice he saw the big wife1 No. 1, at a. buckthorn bush after a drout b."
distance, which was enough to satiscy him that
"Well, then, you're the very chap I want!"
the other said. "I'm Josh Grim, detective, from
1he was keeping a watch of his movements.
"I won.d er how I'll man'lge to elude the old Bosting, Mass., and I want you to help me!"
catam9unt1" be uttered. " One thing is certain-one thing and no more, just at present.
CHAPTER XII.
If the old imp catches me, she'll have to hunt for
GRIM AND OLD HEG.
me."
IN a short time after their meeting, Grim and
He waited until it was growing dark, and the the Irishman had come to favorable terms, by
other miners had quit work; then he skulked- which the latter was to give the Yankee deteoaway to ~e vicinity of the temple, where be tive such assistance as was in his power, and
took refuge in a. tool-house, until it should get Grim in turn was to help the poor Hibernian to
dark enough for him to venture forth, with escape from the gulch and to civilized part.ii.
safet:J.
_
After collecting some points he 11eeded to be"It I can get Cyclone Kit free, end the girl gin with, Grim left the tool·hou e, promising to
Bertie Bird 1 and then captu~ the assassin, return before daybreak and r eport.
·
Arthur Carhsoa, I shall be pretty well satisfied·
On getting out into the night, be found tbat
with this trip," he •mused,...' as I shall make a the darkness was not nearly so thick as when he
snug sum out of it."
had entered his place of refuge.
While sitting in the tool-house, he was by no
The cause of this was at once apparent. In
means idte, as many would have been.
front of the residence of Juan Cordiz, nearly
Unbuttoning bis vest, he took from an inside the whole population of t1ie town was gathered,
pocket a black false beard, wig, and millllha.pen watching or participating in some strange work
hat.
that -was going on.
/
In one place a number of men and women
-The beard he fitted to his face and the wig to
his head. The hat also was donned in place or were carrying and adding fuel to an already
the battered "plug" he wore.
large bonfire, the reflection of which lit up the
Next he took off his clothing, turned'it inside heavens with a lurid glow.
out, and put it on again.
In another place, and directly in front of a
Being reversible garments, he now presented bw veranda of the house several other men
an entire change of appearance. The clotbing were engaged at carpenter work.
had evidently been prepared for a. purpose, for
It needeil but one glance from Grim's ea.gletha side now exposed to view was covered with eye to inform him what they were building.
patches and mud, and he looked every inch a
It was a scaffold!
·
rough miner, and also strikingly resembled some
Who for-Cyclone Kit, alias ClAve Carlisonf
of the Mormons whom he had seen about thb It struck the detective so, and be uttered a
moan of ~ret.
valley.
"I guess I'll pass. My recent brides won't
" It's too bad!" he growled. "They'll hang
know me in the darkness."
him in spiro of me, unless I am smarter than I
"In troth tha' won't!" a decidedly Irish voice give myself credit for bein11:. By blazes, I
exclaimed. " Shure ye are the laddy-buck for wish I had a. squad of Bosting police up here
make-ups!"
now."
·
·
Grim started, and peered about him. Dark as
But he hadn't, and knew something had to be
ft was. he was able to discern tbe outlines of a done, and that, trio, right lively, if be succeeded
man's figure, looming up from behind a stack of in saving Cyclone Kit's neck from the noose.
implemenfls, behind him.
A lot of the men and women were hoo,ting
"Hello! Who in thunder a.re your' was the and yelling in anticipation of what was to come,
Yankee's exclamation, as he sprung to his evidently, while another portion stood partly
feet.
to one side, and took no part or interest in the
"Faith, I'm masilf, an' who in the divil be demonstraticm.--you l" was the answer.
Grim's keen eyes noted this fact, and be won·" I'm a man, every io.;h of me, as you will den:d at it. even while racking his brains in
find. Are you hiding here?" Grim demanded.
search f'f,_
"
· ' -" - '
·'·-· ' ;.r. ~011lJi
"Shure, I am, an' it's expec1?;.'- ~~".~- · · -•(, < ---..t, thP
out an' have tha •1·" · · .,_
Ulie._, T "

readilr..

Detective Josh Grim.
ft'Om the temple WllS equal foolhardiness, in all
probability, as it was likely it was strongly
guarded.
Again, there were chances that the guard had
been lessened, owing to the approaclling execution; and after viewing the matter in beth
lights. Grim decided to skulk arolllld t'o the
temple and make a ·reconnoissance.
He was about. to do so, when a hand touched
him lightly on the shoulder, and he turned
quickly with a smotberoo cry of anger.
"Who the-" he oegan; but a · cool, harsh
.
voice interrupted him.
"Not so fast, Joshua Grim !" the harsh,
cracked voice exclaimed; "I know ye of old I"
The detective looked puzzled.
He had seen a good many ugly-looking
human beings in his time, but none who would
hold a candle to the woman who stood before
him, with arms akimbo.
And this woman was the so-styled witch of
·
the Phantom Acre, Old Meg Mather I
"You know mel" Grirri gasped, surveying
her critically, the light of the great bonfire
lightmg up her furrowed . features grotesquely.
"Well, if you do, I must "8.Y you've got the
advantage of me."
"No I haven't. You know me well, a nd I
know you."
" But I say you're wrong. All I know about
you is that you've got the u gliest mug I ever
beheld on mortal woman.
" Indeed 1 How strangely currents of thought
1 vill sometimes run. I was just congratulating
myself. I always supposed I was tbe bomeliest
:person living, but I find that I am wrong. You
are so mu~h uglier looking than myself, that I
already fancy myself quite pretty."
Grim laughed, for he appreciated the retort.
'•Well, he that as it may, who are you, that
you !l)Jpear to know my name, her e in a strange
land ?" he demanded.
"I am enl' whom you used to hook apples for
when we were many years younger than now
-you were living with the Carlisons at the
t;ime; I am one whom you used to throw admir)ng and wistful glances at, but never bad the
courage to pop the question, until it was too
late; -;: am no more nor Jess than Meg Matherthat was, in those bygone days."
• "You-you Margaret Bird?" Grim ejaculated, incredulously.
"Ay-the wret'k of that once free-hearted,
sunny-tempered and pretty girl. But why are
you here? Tell me."
Grim did tell ber, in as few words as possible,
what he had told Cyclone Kit, and what is
already known to the reader; concludmg by
mrng:
'And now, they're going to bang this Cyclone
Kit for running the Mormon Prophet through
with the sword during their com bat the other
night. H we do not do something for him at
once we shall not be able to help him !"
"You say he has made efforts to secure my
lost child for me'!'' the witch demanded, her
~eatures working anc.l her wild eyes directed
toward the gallows, now nearing completion.
" Of course! A finer fellow dC>Ps not exist,
and if he gets free he will undoubtedly endeavor
Co 'find Betlil.e and restore her toyen.

" I believe you, and we mus: free him from
this accursed Mormon mob I"
"ComeJ» she said, setting out t-Oward tbe upper end of the viJlage; "I 'think I have a plan
that will secure his escape, and also vengeance
for myself."
Grim followed, keeping his eyes well, about
himii for he had fears of. the old witc·b, of t lie
per· Kit was in, and of the general result.
He placed none too much confidence in the
fidelity of t he Irishman; he was afraid Meg did
not know JUSt what she was about: Etill be followed her
In the course of five minutes they came to a
large shanty~_and taking a bunch of keys from
her pocket, .lllleg softly unlocked the door; then,
motioning Grim to follow her, sb" flung open
tho door and entered the front room of the
shanty. The detective followed, and closed the
door after him.
They found themselves in a very commonlyfurnished room, where a man was seated at a
table, engaged in reading by candle-light from
a book, evidently a Bible-a man of middle age,
who was r ed-haired and bearded", and of portly
buHd-a man with keen gray eyes.
He sprung up with a startled cry as he l>eheld
the unceremonious intrusion of the witch and
Grim. H e r~ached toward his hip-pocket, but _
a motion from Meg warned him to desist, and
.
he obeyed.
" Ra! ha I you know better than to pull a
weapon on me, J oe Bird!" the witch cried.
"You fear my vengeance, and know better than
to trifle with me!"
" Who are you? What do you want'!'' the
Mormon demanded in a gasp, looking in alarm
first to Grim and then to the witch.
"You know who I am!" Meg r etorted,
fiercely. "I am the one you left to shift for
herself when you turned r enegade to join the
accursed Mormon gang of thieves and cutthroats. I a.m the wife you promised to love,
honor and protert."
Bird was silent. His head was slightly bowed;
his eyes were fastened upon the floor, while Meg
we.n t on:
"You turned me loose with the wolves in the
m ountains, and there I have since remained.
Where is our child, J oe Hird? Speak! · Tell me
where sbe is!"
" [do not know," wa~ 1he reply, in a sort of
whining tone. "l've heard she is missingthought you bad her. "
"You lie, Joe Bird-you lie~ You kne""better than tljat, and bad not a care wuat bad become of her. Do you know what I've sworn to
do, Joe Bird?"
"Nn; I know nothing about you, woman ."
"vYell, I've sworu an oath that I will kill you
and rid the world of such a viper as you are.
What is the present number of your Mormon
\
wives?''
"Six," was the unblushing reply.
"Wbatl so few? I supposed you had a score
at least. Well, sir, you can depend upon it,
then, that you will have to die six deaths to pay
for your folly. But not yet. Ihaveot)ler work
for you to do~.~y doing which vou will prolong
yom· Jeaseof J.iie. You have heard tha~a young
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man named Cyclone Kit is about to be executed !"
Bird nodded.
"Tb.is man, Cyclone Kit," Meg went on, "is
the eldest son or Judge CarliSQn, who once
helped yon to get money to save you from going to the war. Put on your hat. You have
got to secure for him his liberty and save him
frvm hanging."
"I cannot do it!" the renegade husband replied, nervously. "I cannot-really I cannot!"
"But, you will, though, or die right here, in
your tracks. It's your only chance to prolong
your life I Take your choice; free Cyclone Kit,
or rliel" ·
.
"How can I free him?'' the man asked, growlingly. "I am not his jailer, or his judge!"
"No, but you have access to the t.emple, and
can easily slip in and set him free, before he is
led forth to execution. Quick! decide! If you
do not obey, I'll kill you, and att.empt his rescue, myself I"
Bird reached for his bat, proving that he knew
what was best for his personal safety.
"Go ahead and! will follow," he iaid.
" Hardly I" Meg sneered " you go ahMd and
we will follow. That will look better!"
Undoubtedly, Bird wouid have demurred at
this, only that the sight of a cocked revolver in
Meg's hand did not seem to inspire him with any
great amount of courage.
So be led off, Meg followed, and Josh brought
up the rear in great anxiety.
The parley in the shanty had been a source of
a~ony to him.
He feared that they would be too lat.e in reaching the temple to save Kit-and he was not
wrong.
On reaching the queer stone structure, Joseph
Bird softly unlocked the front door and entered.
A moment later he came out and paused upon
the steps.
"You are too late I" he announced. " They
have already taken the prisoner to execution."
· "Then you die on the portals of this sacrilegious church!" Meg cried, and raising her weapon, quickly fired.
With a groan, her faithless husband placed bis
hand over his heart and fell, never to rise again
in life, as she supposed.
" That is murder, probably, but'it is at lellBt
ridding the world of one viper!" she gritted,
turning to Grim " Come I we've work to do.
Plan your own actions and execute them-I will
do likewise and see you later!"
Then she was off like a deer, and out of sight
ere the Yankee eould speak.
Seeing that he was ieft to work by himself,
he turned biR tootsteps hurriedly toward the
bonfire.
When be arrivAd near the place of execution,
be paused and gazed sharply around him.
A few of the villagers noticed him, and nodded, seeming to mistake him for some 011.e of the
Mormon miners.
The scaffold bad been completed by this time,
and looked ominoaH and uninviting enough, 118
made plain to view by the light of the roaring
bollftre.

Cy•lone Kit stood at the bottom o1 the stairs
in charge of four strong men.
At an open window of bis mansi9n, uon Juan
sat, bolstered up in a c oair, so that. lie could
have a good view of ' tbe gallows.
BeRide him was a revolver, which he was to
fire off whenever be wanted the plisoner
brought upon 1lbe scaffold.
Ringing a bell, a~ bis right hand,"' serv::.nt
soon entered the room.
" Bring me a glass of brandy J" he gasped.
The waiter obeyed. With a gulp the wounded Prophet downed the fiery liqnor, then
smacked hjs lips.
" That imp:irt.s new lifel" he said, a glitter in
bis baleful eyes. "I shall get well, yet, in spite
of them. But that fact silall not stay the execution. Op! no:"
He raiseli the revolver, and fired it out
through the window, aiming the shot at Queen
Cordiz, whom he saw s11tnaing below, the majority of tbe sturdy men of ttie town at her
back, and all noticeably well armed-a fact he
had not n'1 ticed, until now.
'
Immediately after the shot was fired, Cyclor..,;
Kit was led upon the gallows; then bis feet were
bound, the noose placed around his neck, and all
was in readiness!
"Cyclone Kit, this is your chance to utter a
short prayer, while I count one! two! three!"
Don Juan callej from the window. "You arG
too great a man to live in this age-you must
emigrate to the Better Land. One!"
No answer from Kit. Brave fellow that he
was be evidently disdained to speak to his enemies.
''Two!" shouted the Don, eagerly.
" Three-at your peril!" a voice the next •n.
stant hissed in his ear I
CHAPTER XllI.
.A.T THE GALLOWS ,

WITH an oath born of cowardly fear, Juan
Cordiz jerked his head around, to tebold the
horrible giinning visage of Old Meg , clo&l to biA
own.
" 'Sh I" the witch hi&'ed again, her up,raised
band clutching a large glittering knife; 'not a
word, or I'll cut your throat from ear to ear,
yon wretch I"
"Curse you! get away!" Juan gasped, shuddering.
"Hal ha! no-not until I have made you
spite yourself. Speak not the word 'three '-if
you do, I'll leave you weltering, here, in your
own life'• blood. Direct those men to give
Cyclone Kit his liberty, and I will leave you t.
die a natural death!"
"No, no! You shall not cheat me of my
vengeance!" Cordiz gritted. "Three!" .
Promptly, as the words burst from bis lips, to
the searing of the sµectators, the trap of the
scaffold dropped, andBang I the report of a rifle was next heard,
and, instead of dangling in mid-air, Cyclone
Kit dropped through to the ground, unharmed.
The bullet, sent by the unerring aim of Josh
Grim, with a rifle he .bad secured, bad cut tbe
death noose 1n twain.
A. murmur of mingled approval and d.tsapproval burst l'rnm the spect&tlotli'l-then came
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great cry as the erowd of Queen Cordiz rushed
focward, and drew up in line confrontin6 the
other villagers, with leveled weapons, Queen in
-the lead.
"Halt!" she cried, in a stern, shrill voice.
"Henceforth, I am ruler of Gold-Flake, and
~Mormonism is at an end. Slll"render, or we will
11hoot you down, like the dogs you are l"
"Never!" a man cried, spnnging to t!le lead
of the Mormons. "Rally, subjects of Juan
Cordiz, and members of the Mormon church,
and we will sweep these renegades from the
earth!"
The appeal was not in vain.
Comprehending the peril tllat menaced them,
the Mormons drew their weapons, and responded to the call-men, women and children
joining in, as a rush was made upon the insurrectionists.
Wild yells, ringing commands, fierce curses
.and screams, and the deadly rattle of pistol
'>hots were tbe sounds of the next few moments
- spell when it seemed that pandemonium had
broke loose.
Fierce and deadly waged the confiic~, each
party fighting witb all the power tbey possessed.
It was a stnnge sight, too, nearly two-thirds of
the Mormon force being composed of sturdy
·women, while only one woman beaded the attacking party.
Men were there in _Q ueen Cordiz's force who
were fighting against tbeir Mormon wives, who
llarl refus11d to forsake their faith in the church.
Josb Grim, as soon as be saw the condition of
l!l.ffairs, wi'lbdrew a short distance, and then
made a roundabout circuit through the darkness
ISO as to reach tho Cordiz house from the side
1rnd without being observed.
He was suceessful, but to bis disappointment
found no mode of entrance to the dwPlling on
~bat side, and was obliged to n:ake a retreat.
In the darkness, at a gafe distance, he stood
nnd watched the conflict, knowing it must soon
tind. He could do no more until it was safer to
investigate.
And he was right.
The Mormons soon broke, and beat a retrrat
toward the falls end of the locked valley.
Tbe victorious band gave chase, but speedily
gave it up, as their enemies dodgoo eve.rywhere
in the darkness and succeeded in making good
their escape.
The anti-Mormons then returned to the vicinity of the bonfire and beld a consultation.
While this was going on, Grim saw several of
them enter the Don's mansion, only to speedily
return with some communicat10n that seemed to
cause a deal of excitement among their companions.
Sbortly afterward, water was thrown on tlte
bonfire until it was entirely extinguished, and
darkness rei&'lled supreme in the locke<l valley.
For once m his life Grim was at a loss what
to do. But one thing-it was necessary for
him to maintain his liberty, in order to accomplish the mission on which he bad come to tbis
wild and outlawed country.
<t
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had the batt~ occurred, that probably no o:iieexcept Josh Grim had tRken the 11ecorui thought.
of him.
Wben "two" was spoken by Juan Cordlz,
Kit bad nerved himself for the final end.
And when "three" came, and tbe trap gave·
way, he had but one tbought-that was expres.sed in prayer.
But when, after a sharp jerk on bis neck, the
rope parted, at the instant of the rifle report,
and be dropped upon the ground, be knew acme
one had befriended him, if only temporarily.
His wits were uot so strangled out of him
but what he knew enough to fall forward on.
the grounc, with his face downward, and lie
perfectly still-and that was probably what
saved his life, although he bad no thought of
its doing so.
He benrd the battle, and listened to its fury.
understanding tbat Queen Cordiz had struck
her blow for obtaining the rule of the locke.l .
town of Gold-Flake. He beard the retreat of
the Mormons-beard the cha.'ie given by tb6victorious party. Raisin~ his head and glancing
Rround, he ' saw that now was bis opportunity
to escape.
.
His feet and bands were bound, but at oncerolling over to the edge of tbe fir.,, he applied
bis wrists, or rather the ropes that bound them,
to a fagot, and allowed the fire to so eat in to
the rope, that be was soon able to burst the·
bonds, and his bands were free. Before be
could serve his feet in a like manner, however,
be heard the tramp of approaching feet, and
knew the anti-Mormons were returning.
So to save himself from recapture, he hurriedly empt off into the darknes.•, Jeap-frogfashion, going to a safe distance before halting.
CHAPTER XIV.
CONCLUSION.

THEREFORE, it was that after the anti-Mor-mons had retir..d from the vicinity of the galJowR, Josh Grim cautiously approached the plare
where he had seen Cyclone Kit fall, but found
him no~.
" It is probable that he is in the power of the
victors," was the detective's conclusion, after be
had thought the matter over. " l must wait till
morning for further investigation."
So he crept into the Cordiz mansion, which
was to all appearances deserted, and lay down:
in a s0rt of an alcove, which opened:off tbe main
hall.
Here he remained until the first streaks ot
dawn were visible through the open door, whe-n
he arose and went out of the house.
From tbe doorstep be made a reconnoissance.
Queen Coi:diz's party bad camped in the lower
end of \be valley, near the edg'e of the chaparral, and as a matter of course held the tunnel
avenue of escape from the town.
The Mormons had camped just beyond the
village, in the other part of the g.Jch, and were
adjacent to the stair exit, by way of old Meg
Mather's Phantom Acre.
Both forces were alreruiy astir.1. but whether
preparing for hostilities or not, 1..trim was unable
to determine, owing to his dIBta~ce from
In the me8.n time, what had beoome of Qvthem.
nlone Kitf
•
Outside, in and about the C..diz mansion, th&
So suddenly after his drop from the gallows
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g reatest quiet prevalled1,...and uowhere ·could be
see anything of Cy~lone .i;..it.
The bodi.,3 of tht'Se who had been slain, the .
ni g b.t before, still lay in front of the mansion,
t;tark and stiff, but investigation proved that
tbe young gladiator was not numbered with the
unfortunat9s.
"He has either esca~ from the gulch, or is
hiding s..>mewhere," Gnm muttered, "for I see
n otbin~ of him in either camp. " I'll make an
inspection of the hoUS3, and see if ther e is anytbing to be dh1covered here; then I'll go in
sear ch of K it."
He re-entered the ma.nsion, and made a tour
<>f the differ ent rooms, m<.ist of which had been
u sed as 1leeping apartments by t he Don'~ bevy
o f wives.
·
The last room he entered was the one which
D ou Jua n had occupied, at t he time or · the interruped execut ion, a nd here a. strange sight
a waited the v ision of the Y a.nkeir--a sight t hat
cau•ed him to pause on t he t hreshold.
Upon t he floor , lying partly in a pool of bis
<>wn life-blood, a nd with bis throat cnt from oar
to ear , was the Mor mon Prophet of Gold-Flake,
J uau Cordiz. \
·
Kneeling beSide him and peermg eagerly into
nls r igid face, was a clumsy, loutisb.-looking la d
o f some seventeen year s, who was clad in rags,
a nd was dirty and disgusting·-lnokiag i n t be extreme. His face was beardless ; his tow-color ed
hair looked as if it had never k nown t be a co u <.Lintance of a comb; his eyes were sharp, a ad
like u nto a mink's.
H e haar<l notbiBg of Gr im , evirlently, until
tirn latter u ttered an exciamation of surprise ;
t nen he sprung; to h is feet, a nd mada a motion to
r ua. bu t J 03b's r dvoh•e r caused bim to halt.
... Sr.op !" Grim order <ld, a ut hor itatively.
" V7M.t a re yo•1 afra i 'I of1 I'm no M»!."mou,
and I gL1 ~,s you a in't. neither, judging by your
s 0ar e. Whn are you?"
J
T l.le boy's sbrewd eyes lookei the Y an kee
o vdr thorougblv era be answered; tben be µu~
u p hL~ bands, a nd witb wonderful rapidity m ade
s ome quesr contortions with t he finger s and
t humb.<.
"Ob! d L1mb, eh!" Grim said, underst andingly ,
"Your :ia nEI is Tom H ayman, eb!''
The b•>.Y uodde i-tb.en sbook his h'*\d a nd
ooint'!d t o his ears, as mucb a.s to sa.y he could
fiea r a nd understa nd.
" I see !" said J osh. " Y ou are not dea.f, but
durn'>. How 1011!1 bave you been sor•.
"rn ..ee ye'lrs,' t he nfnte a nswered, in his
dumb la ng uage ; then be opened bis piouth and
s ho wed t he rlatect ive that be ba.d no tongue. I t
had been c ut off, 'way back in h is m outh, rendering him speechless.
Josh shudder ed at the sight ; to him it was
mor e tba a terrible.
"Did you know him1" he asked, indicating the
murdered Don.
" I know him," the boy teiegm phed back slowly, so that J osh could r ead his motions. "He·
c ut my tong ue out1 so I could not betr ay his
crimes to the author ities. Bat he's dead now,
and I've got t he best of him!"
And, he held u p a key as be spoke- huge
<>ne it was, made oC iron, and evidently hand~ought.

to,.
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" What is thai-wbat d~ it belonc
Grim
dema nded in surprise.
The mute laughed.
" It means a fortune to us," he said. " It's the
key to the Mormon treasure-vault, and if you're
an honest man: not in league with the Mormons,
there's enough for us both."
"That hits me to a capital ZI" Josh assent.ad.
" I suppose you want to escape from this valley!"
" I want to 11;0 E!U!t, where the money will
support me while I live," the b:i:y replied.
"Then all you've got to do is Join foroes wim
m~1 and we'll soon leave this place behind. Who
killed the Donr•
'rhe tongueless boy answered that be bad
founcl tbe Prophet dead a short time before and
did not know who was the author - of the
crime.
Grim then plied bim with questions, and learned tha t Cyclone K it was indeed in the power of
Queen Cordiz, having been r etaken sltor tly after
escaping from tbe vicimty of tbe gallows, by the
Irishman, Pietro, who had swooped down on
him ere he could get his foot free. a nd struggled
with him until some of t he Queen's men came to
his ussistance.
" If I ~et a whack a t the blamed Irishman, I'll
fix him,' the Y a nkee m utter oo, emphatically.
" H e deserves kill mg."
H1~ fu rther learned from the mute that by
following t be. valley stream down t hroug h the
mGuntain tunnel he would even t ually debouch
into another st ream that, after m a ny miles of
winding, crossed the U nion P acific R ailroad,
near one of it'i stations, thus affording a ready
outlet to civilization.
_,,
They left the m ansion and stole into tbe very
heart of the viliage; wher e t hey sought shelter
in a one-roomed log cabin, which boasted of one
sm~ll window, a nd a stout oaken door.
Entering this, they fastened the door on the
iusirie, and proceeded to make themselves a t
homo.
Tqe day passed' quiet ly, no sound of hostile
demonstrat10ns on the outside r eaching their
hearing.
Speaking to Dumb T om concerning the wherea bou ts of Art hur Carlisonand Ber t ie Bird, Grim
found t hat the lad knew not what had become
of t hem, which was strange, seeing that Tom
was fami liar with nearly every hiding-place iu.
t he limits of the walled valley.
J ust 11s the shadows of another nightfall wer"
beginning to approach, the two men bear d foot,step~ in t he vicinity of the <'abin.
" What shall we do!" Grim asked. " If di~
cover ed here we'll he in a bad fix."
"Never mind!" Tom answered. "Keep still.
and we stand a good show of not being dlsoov:
eroo."
Soon the footsteps came close up to t he door.
and then all was q uiet for sever al minures, after
which a dar k shadow loomed u p in t he little
window uear t he roof- the heatl and sh"ulders
of no less a per sonage than P ietro, the Irish.man.
" Ha ! ha!" he velled, his face distorted in a
devilish g r in. " Y ou are caged, ye s-pa lpeens,
an' this is me rev011ge on tbe dumb d ivil!"
H e dodged down then., jus' in time to eSc.ape

e. 1rlaJlet f'rcm Grfm'll revolver, and h1a footsteps

were heard rapidly retreating.
" We are caged I" Grim said, unbarring the
door and trying to open it. ''The internal
Irishman has barred it on the wtsidn. sure
enough!"
Dumb Tom looked llCll.I"ed.
"That's bad!" he siealed with his fingers.
"If we can't get out we re as good as dead men,
for Queen Cordiz hates me even more than the
Don did."
" And is there no way of !!;etting out of this
placer• Grim demanded, excitedly.
"I see or know of no way,'' was the answer.
"The window is too small for us to get out, and
the roof cannot be reached. So I guess about
tba best conclusion to adopt is that we are prisoners!"
And the more they tried to study a way out
of their dilemma the firmer became their conTiction that Pietro had told tile truth when he
had said they were caged.
·
Darkness grew dense and denser without, but
after awhile it seemed to change.
Grim pointed to the window. The night certainly was growing rapidly lighter.
"F'ire I" be gasped, growing pf1le.
"Ay I fire I" the dumb boy answered by
finger telegraph. "We're in a bad fix now, for
sure. Old Meg, the witch, is carrying out her
threat I"
"What was tbe.t!"
" She threatened years ago to some day la,'!'.
the Mormon town in a.shes. And it looks as if
she were at the work now I"
Grim had no doubt of it when through the
little window he saw the red glow upon the
heavelll! and the smoke settling into their
prison.
Were they to become helple98 victims of the
confiagratioo 1
It looked so I

.
"Rat ha! the beautitnl Bird is when y-on
will not get her very soon I" Queen said, t&1llltingly. "She is in the power ef youl' enemy aa
well as mine!"
"You mean Arthur Carliaonf'1
"Yes; the present successor to Don Juan!"
"Ah! is he in the lead of the Mormon forces!"
"He is, curse him I"
"l see! I see!" Kit said, a new thought dawning upon his mind. "It was you and he whom
I saw walking in the valley on" night not long
ago, and he gave you money'!"
"Yes. It was me you saw with him. I was
first to discover bis presence here!...and finding
he was in quest of my fair enemy, nertie Birdi
I, of course, gava him what little assistance
could."
"And now you've got your pay by bis turning
against you!"
" Exactly I but he'll find that he's sided with
the wrong party. I exjJeCt a new recruit of fellows from the silver districts Eoon, an<i then
we'll clean the Mormon gang out sure, if we 1
-don't do it before. And you can bet that I'll
take so good care of the fair Bertie, that she'll
never stand in my way again."
'
'' If you ever harm a hair of that innocent
girl's bead. I'll take your scalp to pay for it, if ~
have to hunt the world over for it!" Kit replied,
a deadly flash in bis eyes that the girl captain
did uot like, evidently, for she uttered a defiant
laugh and turned away.
Kit was left in the same by-no-means pleWJant
position, the greater share of the day, and no
attention was paid to him.
Toward sunset, however, Queen again approached him.
She was accompanied by four burly men,
who looked amply able to handle the helpless
prisoner.
"Cyclone Kit!" the young woman said,
sternly," once and for the last time I ask youwill r,ou come to the terms I Iat.ely proposed to
you?'
"Emphaticallyl..once and for all, no!" the
gladiator replied;nrmly.
" Very well. · Your· fate be on your own
bead then. I have come to the conclusion that
you would be a dangerous party to have around
at ;;est, and not wishing to kill you outright1
I have prepared a better scheme for getting ria
of you. I'm going to send you on a long voyage,
down-stream, and if you don't happen to get
spilled out and dro"'ned,
will eventually
find yourself in the Gulf o Mexico, providing
you are not rescued. Bring him along, boys."
'l'he men cut Kit loose from the log, and raising him, carried him to the shore of the creek,
where they deposited him 11.pon his back, in a
small skifl' and pushed him off into the cummt,
as they dia1 so giving vent to some of the wildest screeches Kit bad ever heard, the Queen
joining in with them.
But Kit did not reply.
He knew something that caused him not to
mind their yells.
In cutting him loose from the log, one of -the ·
men had accidentally, and without noticing the
tact, cut one of the ropes that bound Kit's

Dumb Tomb had not lied when he said that
. ~clone Kit bad been retaken.
Surprised, and bound as be was, he had little
chance to fight against the Irishman, who
sprun~.upon him and held him until some of the
Queens gang came to bis assistance, when Kit
was once more overpowered and takeu along
With the anti-Mormons to their camp.
Here be was ·b ound upon bis back to a fallen.
tree, which bad some time tumbled down the
mountain-side into the gulch, and was left to
make the best of his sitµation until morning.
A.s soon as day dawned, Queen Cordiz approached him and looked down int-0 bis face
triumphantly.
" Well, I see you've come down a peg or two,"
ilhe obMrVed. 1' You ain't so much of a bravo as
;rou used to was I''
·
"Perhaps I" Kit retorted, nonchalantly. "Because I'm in harness, I am not tamed to submission bi any means."
" Weil, admire your pluck. You certainly
flo deserve the title of a brave man, and I am
;"€f.ldy to give you your liberty at a moment's noti<leJ!. ~ou are agreeable to the conditions."
" w mah you know I am not. All that I want
iS tv fbld Btrtie B1ri, ud i.l an 8llOape from this wriB'tli.
Waiting till the beat had drifted into Ul8
u.ccnl'Sed valley."
-·

lou

•

Detective Josh Grim.

oover al tile cha.Parri'1, Kit sat up .in the boat ! this, as soon as oonv~ment~" wa! his~ 1 n,
and freed hta wrl8t.s.
as he saw that it was inaeed <l.estined. to be a
By this time the frail craft had dashed into general conflagration.
'
the tunnel, and all was inky darkness, the rush"There's one cabin, yonder, however, wholle
tng waten making a terrible roar.
door is barred outside, that I would like to exFor fear of getting his head severely bumped, plore."
Kit bad to lie down, a~ain in the boat, and
So he ran over to it, and listened.
work to get his feet free, m that position.
"Who's there?" a voice cried from the inside,
The boat was going witb much velocitT, which he recognized as belonging· to Josh Grim.
owing to the rapid descent in the water-counie, " ·For God's sake, whoever you are, open the
and .be knew be was in imminent peril, unless door and save us from being burnt alive!" ·
he could soon get free; besides, he was being
"Certainly I" Kit replied, cheerily, and open
carried further and further from the locked flew the door.
valley.
Josh uttered a joyous cry, when he saw who
Finally be succeeded in freeing his feet) and was his resouer, and there was a handotihake,
nerving himself, he dropped overboard, still re- after which Kit said:
"Come I we must not get hedged in by the
ta.ining a bold on the boat.
The water was up to his waist, and nearly flames. Let's get to one end of the -gulch or
swept him from bis feet, but he struggled man- the other."
,
fully, and at last reached the side wagon-trail,
"Then, let it be to the falls end," Grim said.
and lauded himself and the boat.
They accordingly left the village by the darkHe calculated thr:t the little craft might come est route possible, and succeedoo in reaching
into play at some future time, if not now, and the edge of the chaparral in safety.
accordingly stood it up on end in a dark, rocky
Here they paused to view the conflagration,
niche! beside the trail where he thought it which was making all parts of the gulch as
woula not be noticed.
light as da,Y·
Then, wringing out his garments as best he
"Look!' Grim said, pointing toward the
could, be set out up the gloomy tunnel trail, Mormon camp. "Some one is coming this
thanking Providence that he had got out o' the way."
acrape so luckily.
Sure enough, they saw a man coming in the
"If I know myself, that's the last time ()y- direction of the chaparral.
clone Kit gits roped in hereabouts," he mntAs quickly as possible tbE1y got in under c~r
tered, as be tramped along through the dark- and waited. The man, who was Arthur Carllness. "I'll go back and capture my bird, bunt son, came and entered the thicket. He was
up Grim, and then li~ht out, you bet:"
gone about · ten minutes when he returned,
'rhe boat bad carried him a greater distance leading Bertie Bird by the arm.
than be at first bad supposed, and it took him
"Seel" he said, pointing to the flames; "the
over an hour to get out of the tunnel.
town is on fire, and now is our chance, durmg
•l n the glade bA saw the bodies of the victims the confusion, to eSC84J0. What do you sayof t be affray that he and Grim bad participated will you go with me, willingly and peacefully,
in, and noting the fact tba1i 1ibey were well- or shall rkill you on the spot, and end the matarmed, be procPeded to re-equip b1m10lf with a terY"
good pair of revolvers, a knife, a rifle and a
"Kill me a dozen times, you wretch, but I
full. cartrirlge-box.
will never yield to !.our villainous purpose I"
Then be crept along the bank of the stream, the brave girl crie , scornfully, drawing her
until be came to the open valley.
figure to its fullest bight.
Just ahead of him lay the camp of Queen
" Nor need you I" Josh cried, leaping froni
Cordiz, and not desiring to run the risk of re- the thicket, followed by Kit and Dumb Tom.
capture, he waded across the stream, and "Arthur Carlison, I arrest you in the name of
dodged along the opposite side of the valley the law for wife-murder!"
until he was in close proximity to the camp
The r enegade glared at the confronting trio
where the Mormons were gathered around an instant-then, before they could prevent
several fires, engaged in cooking their suppers.
him, he drew a knife and plunged it to his heart!
From his position, Kit could soo his r enegade
brother, Arthur Carlison, and bis temptation to
Three days later Cyclone Kit, Dumb Tom,
shoot him was great; but he desisted.
Grim and Bertie left Phantom Acre forever,
Bertie Bird was not among the crowd, he taking with them all the gold tbey eould r.arry
concluded, for be could not see that any of the -not from the Mormon treasury, but from the
females were guarded, or under any,restraint, pile old Meg had boarded up in her cave.
whatever.
Tbe poor woman, it was found, bad been
"lie mmt have her concealed in some of the killed by some avenging Mormon.
habitations," the gladiator muttered, "and now
Cyclone Kit proceeded with Miss Bird to Bosis my time to search for her, while- the houses ton, helped her settle her business there, and
are deserted."
then, accompanied by Dumb Tom, returned to
He forded the stream, once more, and began a the Far West.
hurrierl inspection of the sbantiee, nearly all of
But it is probable h~ will return East at 116
which boasted of open doors.
·
distant day to wed Bertie.
.
Soon after, the fire broke out-first in one
Of Gold-Flake nothing now remains bu$ a.
place-then ~n another, until buildings were on few black t1mben, and d0110lation rule11 llUJTID8
where Mormon rule ouoo held 1way.
tire nearlY. au around him.
THE END.
l_' 1 Jt's lilgh time fortne to be getting out of
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